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Abstract

The Industrial, Science, and Medical USM) band has been allocated. to meet the

growing demand for data communications including VSAT tail circuit networks. The users

are allowed to share the ISM band by using a particular transmission method known as

spectrum spreading. One type of spread spectrum, which is suitable for multiple access

radio, is Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). In the CDMA system, the multiuser

interference, multipath fading, and thermal noise result in transmission errors. Automatic-.
repeat-request (ARQ) protocols are commonly used to mitigate the effect of transmission
errors. The stop-and-wait (SW) type ofARQ protocol offers simple implementation but has
low throughput. In this thesis, new generalized-stop-and-wait (GSW) protocols that retain
the simple implementation feature of the classical SW protocol, while reducing the

transmitter's wait state time, are proposed to increase the throughput. The throughput
performance of the GSW protocols over a CDMA system is analysed and verified by
computer simulation. In particular, four type of GSW simulation methods termed GSW-l

to GSW-4 are analyzed andcompared, Both analytical and simulationresults show that

GSW-4 and GSW-3 protocols are superior under severe channel conditions to somewhat

lower complexity protocols such as SW, GBN, GSW-1, and GSW-2. On the other hand, the
GSW-1 protocol has the advantage of fairly simple protocol and no buffer. It offers the best
solution when thermal noise is the limiting factor. Furthermore, the GSW-2 protocol is

comparable in performance to well known GBN protocol under different delay conditions
and for different buffer sizes.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The 902 to 928MHz spectrum band has been allocated by the frequency regulatory

agencies tomeet the growing demand for commercial data communication in the Industrial, .

Science and Medical (ISM) fields. The users are allowed to share the ISM band without a

license by liniiting their transmitted power to less than one watt and by using a particular

transmission method known as spectrum spreading [1,4]. This frequency slot can be used

for a wide variety of applications such as Personal Communication Networks (PCNs),

wireless local area networks for personal computers, wireless fire and security systems, and

a Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) tail circuit network. The name VSAT implies that

these satellite systems use Earth-terminal antennas that are relatively small, i.e., 1.8 metres

in diameter or less. The VSAT· tail circuit network consists of a point to point

communication link connecting aVSAT station with a remote terminal as shown in Figure

1.1.

If the distance between the VSAT and the remote terminal is not large, a cable can

be used to make the connection. The research work reported in this thesis is concerned with.

the replacement of this cable with a spread spectrum wireless radio in the ISM band. This

allows the distance between the VSAT station and a remote terminal to be extended to

several kilometres. An important factor in the design of a VSAT tail circuit network using

wireless communications is the presence ofmultipath propagation.

1
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100m
RS323
cable

Remote
Terminal

�------------------.
30 KIn .:"--

_

Figure 1.1 VSAT Tail Circuit Network.

Multipath propagation occurs when the height of the remote stations is below the

height of surrounding structures, thus there is no single line-of-sight path to the VSAT

station. Even when a line-of-sight path exists, some multipath propagation still occur due

to reflections from the ground and surrounding structures. The signal received by the remote

terminals may consist of a large number of plane waves that have randomly distributed

amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival. These multipath components combine vectorially

at "the receiver antenna, and they can cause the signal received by the remote station to fade.

One well known methodofmitigating the multipath effect is to use spread spectrum

modulation. For a Spread Spectrum (SS) system, the transmission bandwidth W is much

larger than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the information. This inherent

redundancy can be employed to overcome the effect of multipath fading .. Another well

known feature of a spread spectrum system is the ability to let multiple users transmit

simultaneously in the same bandwidth as long as different users employ orthogonal codes

to implement spectrum spreading. This is called Code DivisionMultiple Access (CDMA).

The data sent using spread spectrummodulation can be recovered by a receiver, provided
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that the receiver uses a Pseudo-Noise (PN) code that is identical to that used for spreading

the particular SS signal that is to be demodulated.

In the COMA system, the signals from other simultaneous channel users appear as

an additive interference [5]. The level of interference varies, depending on the number of

users at any given time e
.
The multiuser interference andmultipathfading are two primary

effects that cause performance degradation in aCOMA system. A third source is the thermal

noise at the front end of the receiver. The thermal noise has a Gaussian distribution and is

distributed throughout the radio communication band. The overall effect of the multiuser

interference, multipath fading, and thermal noise is the occurrence of transmission errors

in the data. The error correction coding and error control strategies are commonly employed

to mitigate the effect of transmission errors.

Two basic error control strategies commonly used in COMA· systems are

Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). Both methods

require error detection. The error detection codes are based on the principle that by encoding

the bit sequence prior to transmission so as to introduce certain redundant information, the

presence of errors can be detected by the receiver. If a feedback channel is possible, a

request for retransmission of information-in-error is employed in the ARQ protocols. Such

retransmission continues until the codeword is successfully received and delivered to the

user. On the other hand, in the FEC protocols, an error-correcting code is used to combat

transmission errors.When the receiver detects the presence of errors in a received word, the

receiver attempts to locate and correct the errors. Mer the error correction has been

performed, the decoded word is delivered to the user. Since no retransmission is required

in the FEC protocols, there is no need for a feedback channel. The Automatic Repeat

Request (ARQ) strategy requires error detection and request for retransmission when an

error is detected. In the ForwardErrorCorrection (FEC), error detection is followed by error

correction.
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With ARQ protocols, erroneous data is delivered to the user only if the receiver fails

to detect the presence of errors; Using a proper error-detecting code, the probability of an

undetected error can be made very small [6-8]. ARQ protocols require a simple decoder,

while they provide high system reliability. However, the throughput efficiency, defined as

. the ratio of the average number of information bits successfully accepted by the receiver per

unit time to the total number ofbits that could be transmitted per unit time, is not constant

and the throughput efficiency decreases as the channel error rate increases. In the FEe

protocols, when a received word is detected as being in error, it must be decoded, and the

decoded word must be delivered to the user, regardless ofwhether it is correct or not. Since

the probabilityof incorrect decoding is much greater than the probability ofundetected error

[6], it may be difficult to achieve high system reliability. For many applications, ARQ is

preferred over FEC for error control in data communication, provided the feedback channel

is available. The primary focus of this thesis is the study ofARQ methods for the CDMA

systems.

The ARQmethods are categorized based upon retransmission strategies. There are

three basic types ofARQprotocols, namely, Stop-and-Wait (SW) ARQ, Go-Back-N (GBN)

ARQ, and Selective-Repeat (SR) ARQ. In a SW ARQ protocol, the transmitter sends a

codeword and waits for acknowledgment (ACK) from the receiver. Once the

acknowledgment of error-free reception has been received, the next codeword is sent. A

negative acknowledgment (NAK) from the receiver indicates that the codeword is not

correctly received. In the case of aNAK, the transmitter resends the codeword and waits for

the acknowledgment. The other two ARQmethods mentioned above, the GBN and SR, are

continuous transmission methods. In both protocols, the codewords are sent from the

transmitter to the receiverwithout interruptions. In the GBN protocol, the transmitter can

sendN codewords without waiting for acknowledgment. Whenever the transmitter receives

a NAK, it stops transmitting new codewords, returns to the erroneous codeword, and

retransmits the codeword and (N-l) succeeding codewords. The receiver discards the
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erroneously received codeword and all (N-I) subsequent codewords, whether they are error

free or not. The SR protocol transmits codewords continuously and only those containing

errors are retransmitted.

The SW protocol is simple to implement, but is inherently inefficient because of the

idle time spent waiting for acknowledgment. The GBN protocol gives a better throughput

efficiency, as there is no idle channel. However, the main drawback ofGBN protocol is that

whenever a received word is detected to be in error, the receiver also rejects the next (N-I)

received codewords, even though many of them may be error free. As a result, the

throughput performance dips sharply when error rates anellor round-trip delays increase. Of

these methods, the SR protocol gives the best performance, but the cost of implementation

and complexity is higher as the SR protocol theoretically requires an infinite buffer at the

receiver side [9].

Because of the shortcomings of the three ARQmethods discussed above, improved

ARQ protocols are required. The research problemmay be defined in general terms as the

study and investigation ofARQ methods for CDMA systems.

1.2 Previous Work and Thesis Objectives

A number of references currently exist in literature, for the CDMA system

performance over multipath fading channels. A good reference is the analysis of the Bit

Error Rate (BER) performance for the direct sequence spread spectrum multiple access

communication system byM. B. Pursleyet al [10,25]. The effect ofmultipath fading in the

DS-CDMA has been derived in [11, 12]. A well-known method to mitigate the effect of

multipath fading is the use of a coherent RAKE receiver, and the performance results for

such a system are covered quite well in a text by Proakis [5]. The throughput performance

of some new types ofARQprotocols over satellite channels has been studied in [9, 13�15].

The objectives of this thesis may be listed as
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1. Analyze different ARQ error correction methods for the CDMA systems.

Identifyl propose an ARQ method that is particularly suitable for COMA.

2. Using computer simulation, verify the analysis results of the first objective .

.

Based on the analysis and simulation perform a comparison of various ARQ

methods for COMA.

1.3 Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2, a brief introduction to direct sequence spread spectrum and COMA

is presented. This is followed by a discussion of the channel model. In Chapter 3, error

detecting codes and different types of error control strategies are discussed in some depth.

Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis of the COMA system over multipath fading channel is

developed in Chapter 4. Performance analysis of the various types of generalized ARQ

methods is presented in Chapter 5. The simulation method as well as simulation results are

included in Chapter 6. Conclusions and suggestions for further research are presented in

Chapter 7.



2. CDMA Systems

2.1 Introduction

During World War II, the spread spectrum systems were developed to meet the

demand for secure communications. Such communication and navigation systems have to

perform in presence of deliberate jamming [17]. Until the early 1980s, spread spectrum .

techniques were used almost exclusively inmilitary communications systems, and Research

and Development (R&D) in these areas were performed primarily with such applications

in mind. However, in 1983, the U.S. Federal Communication.Commission (FCC) opened

three frequency bands, 902-928 MHz, 2400-2483.5 MHz, and 5725-5850 MHz for

commercial spread spectrum systems [18] ..Unlicensed operation with up to one watt

transmitter power levels was permitted using spectrum spreading. The number ofusers that

might operate within any of these bands was not specified and there is a possibility that

many users will operate simultaneously in the same location. As mentioned in the last

chapter, spread spectrum systems allow multiple users to simultaneously use a common

channel for information transfer using orthogonal spreading codes. Such an access method

is known as the Code DivisionMultiple Access or COMA.

In this chapter, various components of a COMA system are briefly described. To

start with the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) carrier modulation technique and the

Spread Spectrum (SS) concepts are discussed. This is followed by codes for spectrum

spreading and their properties. The channel parameters that influence the transmitted signal

are discussed. The receiver structures for a COMA system are examined.

7
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2.2 Binary Phase Shift KeyingModulation

The source information needs to be mapped into a high frequency bandpass signal

in order to transmit over a radio channel. This mapping process is called bandpass

modulation. Bandpass modulation can be defined as the process whereby the amplitude or

frequency or phase of an RF carrier, or a combination of them, is varied in accordance with

the information to be transmitted. The general form of the carrier wave, s(t), can be

represented by [27]:

s(t) = A(t) cos«(J)J + 6(t», (2.1)

where A(t) is the time-varying amplitude, (J)o is the radian frequency of the carrier wave,

and 6(t) is the instantaneous phase. In the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation,

the modulating data signal switches the phase of the carrier to one of the two states, 0" or

1800• The BPSKmodulated carrier signal may be written as

o , t s T
i = 1,2, (2.2)

where 6;(t) «tu, i = 1, 2. Figure 2. 1 (a) shows a typical BPSKwaveform for themodulating

data streamof 1 0 1 1. The signal waveforms can be also represented as vectors in a polar

plot as shown in Figure 2. 1 (b).

2.3 Spread Spectrum Communication Systems

As stated in the last chapter, in a Spread Spectrum (SS) system, the transmitted

signal is spread over a wide frequency band; much wider than the minimum bandwidth

required to transmit the information being sent. For example, a voice signal can be sentwith

amplitudemodulation in 'abandwidth only twice that of the information itself [16]. A spread
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spectrum, on the other hand, often takes a baseband signal (such as a voice channel) with

a bandwidth of only a few kilohertz, and spreads it over a band that maybe tens or even

hundreds of KHz wide. This is accomplished by using a wide band coding signal.

s(t)
1 o 1 1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1 BPSK modulation. (a) BPSK signal waveform (b) BPSK
.

signal vector representation.

The bandwidthexpansion factor, orprocessing gain, is denotedby N; =R/R, where Rc
is the spreading code rate and R is information rate. For spread spectrum signal Nc' of

course, is much greater than unity.

The bandwidth expansion factor in a spread spectrum technique results in quite a

few useful properties such as:

• Combating interference that includes self interference caused by multipath

propagation and cross interference caused by other users of the same bandwidth. An

interference signal is a wide band signal existing in the same band as the spread

signal. In the receiver, when the received signal containing an interference signal is

multiplied by the de-spreading code, the spectrum of the desired signal is converted

into the narrow information bandwidth. On the other band, the spectrum of the

interference signal will not be de-spread to a narrow bandwidth unless a

synchronized spreading code corresponding to that of the wide band interference

signal is used. This results in a major portion of the energy in the information
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bandwidth being due to the desired signal and only a small portion being due to

interference.

• Hiding a signal by transmitting with low power, and thus, making it difficult for an

unintended listener to detect the presence of background noise.

There are three types of spread spectrum signalingmethods that are commonly used

today. They are as follows:

• Modulation of a carrier by a digital code sequence with a bit rate much

higher than the information signal. This spreading method is called direct

sequence modulation and is the method analyzed in this thesis.

• Carrier frequency shifting in discrete increments in a pattern dictated by a.

code sequence. This method is called Frequency Hopping (FH). In this

implementation, the transmitter jumps from frequency to frequency.within

some predetermined set and the order of frequency usage is determined by
. a code sequence.

• Pulsed-FM or "chirp" modulation in which a carrier is swept over a wide

band during a given pulse interval. This type of SS modulation does not

necessarily employ coding but does use a wider bandwidth than the

minimum required so that it can realize processing gam.

2.3.1 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

In Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS), the spectrum spreading is achieved

by multiplying the information signal b(t) with a Pseudo-Noise (PN) code a(t) that has

much wider bandwidth compared to that of the information signal. The information and

wide band signals have two possible amplitudes, +1 and -1, and these amplitudes are

periodically switched, in a pseudo-random manner. The combined signal is used as the
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modulating signal for BPSK carrier modulation as shown in Figure 2.2 (a).

a(t) pcos coct

(a)

r(t)

(b)

Figure 2.2 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum System (a) Transmitter
(b) Receiver.

The transmitted SS BPSK modulated signal x(t) can be described mathematically

as follows:

x(t) = J2Pc b(t) a(t) cos CJ>J, (2.3)

. where P; is the average carrier power. A 1 Ohm system resistance is assumed. At the

receiver, the received signal consists of a desired signal, interference signals from other user

and AdditiveWhite Gaussian Noise (AWGN), n(t). Therefore, the received signal may be

described as
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where MUI is Multi User Interference, At is the attenuation of the channel, 6(t) is the

instantaneous phase, and Td is the propagation delay. The signals from other users appear
.

.

as an additive interference [5] so that MUI + net) can be replaced by n(t). Thus, equation

(2.4) may be written as,

(2.5)

In Figure 2.2(b), the receiver has to be able to estimate the delay and phase of the

received signal in order to recover the information. Assuming perfect delay and phase

estimates, the received signal is multiplied by a(t-Td) cos((J)J +V) and passed through a

matched filter. The matched filter consists of an integrate and dump circuit. The output of

the matched filter is a scaled version of the information signal that may be written as

A:Jp/2 b(t-Td). A direct sequence implementation of the COMA is briefly introduced in

the next section.

2.3.2 Code DivisionMultiple Access

The enhancement in performance obtained from a OS-SS signal through the

processing gain can be used to enable many OS-SS signals to occupy the same channel

bandwidth, provided that each signal has its own distinct PN sequence, as shown in Figure

2.3. Thus, it is possible to have several users transmit messages simultaneously over the

same channel bandwidth. This type of digital communication, in which each. user

(transmitter-receiver pair) has a distinct PN code for transmitting over a common channel

bandwidth, is called Code DivisionMultiple Access (COMA).

In the demodulation ofeach PN signal, the signals from other simultaneous users of

the channel appear as additive interference. The level of interference depends on the
.
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number of users at any given time. In the CDMA system, the limit as the users allowed to

communicate over the same channel depends on the level of total interference that can be

tolerated [17].

• 01(t) .J2p, cos((I)ct+91)
•

�
�kV) , t
•

Ok (t) .J2 Pk COS«(I)c t + 9k)
•

I
I

0K(t) .J2PK COS«(I).t+9K):
I

�-------------------�

Transmitter

Figure 2.3 Code DivisionMultiple Access with Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum.

2.4 Spread Spectrum Codes

As stated above, Pseudo-Noise (PN) code is used to spread the signal spectrum. To

de-spread the signal, the receiver needs a replica of the transmitted sequence (in almost

perfect time synchronism). Desirable characteristics of the spreading code include ease of

generation, randomness of sequences, and long period. Sequences generated using a Linear

Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) possess all these properties [19]. This generation method

is shown in Figure 2.4. It consists of n binary storage elements (boxes) that transfer their

contents to the right, after each clock pulse. The contents of the register are linearly

combined and are fed back to the first stage.

The lengthof the sequence depends on the initial state and on the feedback taps. The

code is said to have a' maximal length, when its length is 2" - 1, where n is number of
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registers. An example is shown for a five-state register. For an initial 11111 state, the

sequence output is 11111 00100 11000 01011 01010001110 which is a maximal length

code which repeats every 31 bits.

clock------------

Figure 2.4 Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) generator.

The maximal length sequences (m-sequences) have the following desirable

properties:

• There is an approximate balance of zeros and ones (2,,-1 ones and 2,,-1 -1

zeros).

• In any period, half of the runs ofconsecutive zeros or ones are of length one,

one-fourth are of length two, one-eight are of length three, etc.

• A modulo-2 addition ofmaximal linear code with a phase-shifted replica of

itself results in another replicawith a phase shift different from either of the

original codes.

•
. Auto-correlation ofmaximal linear code is such that for all values of phase

shift greater than a chip, the correlation value is -1. For the 0 ± 1 chip phase

shift area, the correlation varies linearly from -1 to 2" - 1. A 31-chip

maximal code, therefore, has a peak to minimum auto-correlation value 31;

a range of 15 dB.

The cross-correlation of two codes is of similar importance. Cross-correlation is the
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measure of agreement between two different codes. Unfortunately, cross-correlation values

among any m-sequences are relatively high [16]. When a large number of users in COMA

with different m-sequence codes, transmit at the same time, a significant amount of

interference is generated which deteriorates the received signal. Therefore, a better code that

has better cross-correlation properties must be used. Codes, known as the Gold codes, have

better cross-correlation properties than m-sequences and these codes are most commonly

used. The next section is concerned with a description of these codes.

2.4.1 Gold Codes

Gold codes, invented by R. Gold [23, 24], can be generated by the modulo-2

addition of a pair of preferredmaxima1linear sequences a and b, shown in Figure 2.5. The

code sequences are added chip-by-chip by synchronous clocking. An 'exampleofGold codes

generation is given below

m-sequence of a:

m-sequence of b:

Gold Code:

1111100011011101010000100101100

1111100100110000101101010001110

0000000111101101111101110100010

Gold codes for different users in COMA can be generated by changing the phase

shift between the two m-sequence generators. For example by giving one-chip-shift to the

m-sequence b in the above examples, a new Gold code shown below may be generated

m-sequence of a:

m-sequence of b:

New Gold Code:

1111100011011101010000100101100

1111001001100001011010100011101

0000101010111100001010000110001

Using the above example of 5 register maximal length codes, 33 different Gold

codes for up to 33 users can be generated.
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Figure 2.5 Gold code generation with generator a(X)=XS+X3+1 and

b(X)=XS+r+r+XZ+I generators.

In addition to their advantage in generating large numbers of codes, the Gold codes

are chosen because they have better periodic cross-correlation properties than m-sequences

[5]. The Gold codes have a three-valued cross correlation function with values

{ -I, -t(n),t(n)-2}, where

(odd n)
(even n).

(2.6)

For example, if n = 5 then t(5) = 23 + 1 = 9, and the three possible values of the periodic

cross correlation function are {-I, -9, 7}.

2.5 Channel Model

As shown in Figure 2.6, a signal can travel from transmitter (Tx) to receiver (Rx)

overmultiple paths. No single line-of-sight path exists between transmitter and receiver as

when the height of the antenna is below the heights of surrounding structures. This
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phenomenon is referred to as multipath propagation. Even when a line-of-sight path exists,

multipath propagation still occurs due to the reflection from the ground and the surrounding

structures. At the receiver, the incoming radio waves arrive from different directions with

different propagation delays. At any time, the signal received by the antennas may consist

of a large number of plane waves with randomly distributed amplitudes, phases, and angles

ofarrival. Thesemultipath components combine vectorially at the receiver antenna, and can

cause the signal received by the mobile to fade. In the case of a fixed radio, the received

signal may also fade due to the movement of surrounding objects.

Figure 2.6 An example ofmultipath in an urban radio propagation.

2.5.1 Impulse Response

The multipath phenomenon can be directly related to the impulse response of the

radio channel. The impulse response is a form ofwide band channel characterization and

it essentially contains all the information necessary to simulate or analyze the radio

transmission through the channel. The impulse response stems from the fact that a fixed

radio channel may be modeled as an equivalent low pass linear filter with a time-invariant

impulse response h(t) given by [5]
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(2.7)

where L is the number of paths, gl' tl' and <1>, are random amplitude, delay and phase of the

fit path respectively and a(.) is the unit impulse function. In Figure 2.7, with transmitted

signal, denotedby x(t), the received signal r(t) can be expressed as convolution of x(t) with

h(t) and adding noise n(t) as follows,

r(t) = x(t) *h(t) + n(t) ,

co

= fx(-r)h(t--r)d-r + n(t) .
(2.8)

Figure 2.7 Mathematical model of the fixed radio channel.

The bandpass transmitted signal x(t) can be expressed in terms of an equivalent low

pass transmitted signal s,(t) as x(t) =Re{ s,(t) expU<a>ot]}. For a channel withLmultipaths,
the received signal is given by r(t) =Re{p(t)exPU<a>ot]}, where p(t) is an equivalent low

pass received signal thatmay be written as

. L-J

p(t) = E g,s(t-t,)ei+1 + n(t).
,=0

(2.9)
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2.5.2 Delay Spread and Coherence Bandwidth

One result of multipath medium is the time spreading of the signal transmitted

through the channel. In practice, the time spread is measured by transmitting very narrow

pulses [1]. In Figure 2.8, the power delay profile of a multipath propagation is shown. One

of the important parameters shown in the power delay profile is the maximum excess delay,

Tm. This is defined to be the time delay between the first and last received components. The

last component is the component for which the multipath energy falls below the threshold

level. The threshold level could be chosen at 20 dB below the level of the strongest expected

component.

r, <_��_��_�!.05 rs
,

0············ .. ··································································i··························· .

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Excess Delay (�s)

Figure 2.8 Power delay profile of the urban radio propagation.

Another important parameter, namely Root Mean Squared (RMS) delay spread, is

commonly used. This is defined as

(2.10)
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where :r is the mean excess delay and is defined to be

(2.11)

and r is the second moment of the power delay profile and is defined as

L P(1:,) 1:l
r = _,-= _

L P(1:,)
I

(2.12)

Where P (1:,) is the power of the received signal arrivingwith delay 1:,. At 900MHz,

the typical reported values of the urban radio maximum excess delay Tm and RMS delay

spread o, are 7.05 J.1s and 1300 ns respectively [3, 20, 26].

The fading channels are categorized into two categories of frequency selective and

flat fading channels. A channel exhibits frequency selective fading if Tm > Tb, where Tb
.

is symbol time. This .condition occurs whenever the receivedmultipath components extend

beyond the symbol duration, thus causing channel-induced inter-symbol interference (IS!).

On the other hand, in flat fading, Tm < Tb and there is no inter-symbol interference due to

multipath fading. Therefore, Tm sets an upper limit on the information rate that can be used

without incorporating an equalizer for frequency selective fading. For a 64 Kbps urban .

radio, the fading is essentially flat fading.

A completely analogous characterization of multipath channels in the frequency
. domain can be done using the concept of coherence bandwidth. The coherence bandwidth

is a statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which the channel passes all spectral

components with approximately equal gain and linear phase [21]. Thus, the coherence
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bandwidth represents a frequency range overwhich frequency components have a strong

potential amplitude correlation. Note that the coherence bandwidth 10 and T
m

are

reciprocally related. As an approximation, it is possible to say that 10 ::: liTm' Another

commonly used approximation of 10 can be obtained by using RMS delay spread as [1]

1
j, .. -

o 50'
t

(2.13)

When viewed in the frequency domain, a channel is referred to as frequency

selective if 10 is less than the transmitted bandwidth W. If 10 is more than W, then the

channel experiences flat fading. IfDS-SS is used to modulate 64 Kbps digital information

using a 31· chip PN sequence, then the spread spectrum bandwidth is about 2 MHz. The

RMS delay spread of the urban radio channel is 1300 ns, thus the coherence bandwidth of

the channel is approximately 154 KHz, which is less than the spread spectrum bandwidth.

Therefore, the channel can be categorized as frequency-selective with respect to the basic .

signaling element, namely, the chip. It is clear that there is inter-chip interference due to

different path components arriving simultaneously. The spread-spectrum processing gain

allows the system to endure such interference at the chip level. It also shows that a DS-SS

system operating over a frequency-selective channel at chip level does not necessarily

experience frequency-selective distortion at the symbol level.

2.5.3 Doppler Spread and Coherence Time

The movement of surrounding objects in the fixed radio channel results in the time

varying behavior for the channel. Doppler spread 1m and coherence time To are parameters

used to describe the time varying nature of the channel.

The Doppler spread or fading rate is defined as the range of frequencies over which

the received signal spectrum is essentially non-zero. When a pure sinusoidal tone of

frequency Ie is transmitted, the rec:eivedsignal spectrumwill have components in the range
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of Ie -Id to Ie +Id' where Id is the Doppler shift. The amount of the Doppler spread is a

function of the relative velocity of the moving objects.

Coherence time is a statistical measure of time duration, over which the channel

impulse response is essentially invariant. In otherwords, coherence time is the time duration

over which two received signals have a strong potential for amplitude correlation. If the

coherence time is defined as the time over which the time correlation function is above 0.5, .

then it can be approximated by [1]

(2.14)

where r: = u/1. u and 1 are relative velocity and signal wavelength, respectively.

A channel is referred to as fast fading if the symbol rate IlTs is less than the fading

rate 1m. Conversely, a channel is referred to as slow fading if the signaling rate is greater

than the fading rate, or the symbol period Ts is less than coherence time To.

For a 900 MHz fixed radio, the channel has a maximum Doppler shift.of

approximately 10 Hz [5]. For an information ra� of 64 Kbps, the channel can be.

categorized as a slow fading channel. As a result of this slowly fading channel, channel

attenuation and phase shift can be considered to be constant over the duration of a signaling

interval.

2.5.4 Rayleigh Fading

The Rayleigh fading is widely used to describe multipath fading in absence of a

strong path component [5, 20-22]. The multipath fading will cause rapid amplitude

fluctuations that are randomly distributed over the signaling interval. This random

fluctuation has a Rayleigh distribution, with probability density function (pdf) given by [1]
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(2.15)

where P is the random amplitude of the received signal, and 02 is 'the pre-detection mean

power ofmultipath or Rayleigh constant that may be written as

(2.16)

where E(�2) is the average power of the received signal amplitude.

2.6 CDMA Receiver

The inherent redundancy in theDS-SS can be used tomitigate the effect ofmultipath

fading described in the previous section. Further, for a DS-SS radio, a RAKE receivermay

be used for providing diversity by coherently combining multipath components that would

otherwise be lost. Therefore, instead of multipath being just a source of performance

degradation, the multipath can be used to realize diversity and thereby improve

performance.

2.6.1 RAKE Receiver

The nameRAKE Receiver apparently taken from the action of a rake with a number

.

of teeth pulling in a number of items simultaneously [22]. In Figure 2.9, theRAKE Receiver

is modeled by a tapped delay line or a Transversal Filter (TF) with statistically independent

time-variant tap weight { a,(t) }. The tapped delay line model with statistically independent,

tap weights indicates that L diverse signals are available at the receiver. Hence, a receiver

that processes the received signals in an optimum mannerwill achieve the performance of

an equivalent Lfh -order diversity.
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This Transversal Filter (TF) incorporates a Tm seconds long delay line, which is

tapped at least every Tc (chip duration) seconds. The input to TF is the output envelope of

amatched filter. The output of the TF is a weighted sum of certain tap outputs, with the taps

that are included in the sum depending on the delay estimates i,. The weight of the tap

amplifier is set to be proportional to the associated strength estimates 0" where 0, is the

conjugate of the estimate of the magnitude KI and the phase cP" which is the low-pass

equivalent channel impulse response in the equation (2.7). The equivalent low pass tap

weight amplifier can be written as:

(2.17)

To achieve a significant improvement in performance, the RAKE receiver needs an
.

accurate estimation of the tap delay as well as magnitude and phase of the channel impulse

response. In this thesis, it is assumed that the receiver has means to do that and there are

no errors due to imperfect estimates.

1\
r,

Power Delay

A_e_-_----_---_----_� I \....___.(\

Figure 2.9 RAKE Receiver.
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2.7 Summary

The fundamental concepts for a direct sequence spread spectrum radio were

introduced in this chapter. Desirable features of Gold codes for implementing a code

division multiple accessing system with direct sequence spread spectrum radios were

introduced. This is followed by a description of themultipath channel model. For a 64 Kbps

radio, the channel can be considered to be a flat fading channel. The multipath nature of the

channel can be used advantageously in implementing multipath diversity with a RAKE

receiver. The subject of error control coding is addressed next in Chapter 3.



3. Error Control Coding

3.1 Introduction

Error control coding is employed to deliver information from a source to a

destination with aminimum of errors. As such error control coding can be seen as a branch

of information theory and has its origins in Shannon's work in 1948 [28]. Shannon's work

showed that any communication channel could be characterized by a capacity at which

information could be reliably transmitted. At information transmission rate R up to the

channel capacity C, it should be possible to transfer informationwith error rates that can be

reduced to any desired low level. Error control can be provided by introducing redundancy

in the transmission. This means that redundant symbols are added to the message with the

result that only certain patterns at the receiver correspond to valid transmissions .. Once an

adequate degree oferror control has been introduced, the error rates can be made as low as

required by extending the length of the codes.

Present-day systems do not use codes as a way of obtaining the theoretical channel

capacity but instead use these to achieve improvement over the systems with no coding.

Thus, the use of coding may increase the operational rangeof a communications system,

reduce the transmitted power requirements or obtain a blend of both benefits.

A typical communication system incorporatirig coding is shown in Figure 3.1. In this

figure, information sequenceu is given as a digital representation. The encoder transforms

the information sequence u into a discrete encoded sequence v, which is called a codeword.

The modulator, the channel model, and the demodulator are all combined into the coding
channel block. The output r in the coding channel will be different from the input v because
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of the noise and interference experienced in the channel. The decoder transforms the

received sequence r into abinary sequence 6, called the estimated sequence. Ideally, 6 will

be a replica of the information sequence u, although the noise may cause some decoding

errors.

Amajor goal is to control transmission errors so that error-free data can be delivered

to the user. The error control codes used to achieve this goal are introduced in the next

section.

Digital source
u

- Encoder
v

-

t
8

·r

Ii Coding
Channel

.....

&
t

QDi ital sink Dec - r
.. rg ode

Figure 3.1 A block diagram of a typical data
communication.

3.2 Types ofCodes

There are two different types of codes used for the transmission error control

strategies: error-correcting codes and error-detecting codes. The most complex techniques

fall into the category of error-correcting codes, where errors are detected and corrected. An

alternative strategy is to use error-detecting codes only and request a retransmission if an

error is detected. The research work reported in this thesis is concerned with the use of the
.

second strategy, Le., error detection followed by retransmission. The Cyclic Codes are

commonly used for error detection applications [6-8,27,28] and the next section contains
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a brief description of these codes.

3.3 Cyclic Codes

Cyclic codes form an important subclass of linear block codes. A linear system is

one in which the principles of superposition and scaling are satisfied. If two signals are

added together at the input of a linear system, the output is the sum of the two corresponding

outputs. If the input is multiplied by a scalar factor, the output is alsomultiplied by the same

factor. The superposition and scaling principles can be used for implementation of the

coding system. If two information sequences are added together, symbol by symbol, before

going into a linear encoder, the resulting codeword should be the sumof two codewords that

correspond to the individual information sequences. Similarly, if the input is scaled by any

symbol value, the codeword output should consist of the original codeword output similarly

scaled. For binary codes, binary symbol values are only 0 and 1 and the scaling property is

not important.

A linearblock code encoder divides the information sequence into message blocks

of k information bits each. A message block is represented by the binary k-tuple

U = (u1,u2,••• ,uk) called a message. There are a total of 2k different possible messages. The

encoder transforms each message u independently into n-tuple v = (v1,v2, ...,vn) of discrete

symbols, which is called a codeword. Therefore, corresponding to the2k different possible

messages, there are2k different possible codewords at the encoder output. This set of 2k

codewords of length n is called an (n,k) block code.

An(n,k) block code is called a cyclic code if a cyclic shift of a codeword results in

another codeword. This does not mean that all codewords can be produced by shifting a

single codeword. However, it does mean that all codewords can be generated from a single

sequence by the process of shifting and addition. For example, it is possible to generate a

cyclic code of length 7 from a generator sequence of 0001011 [28]; bearing in mind that
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the all-zeros sequence is also a codeword. The constructed codewords are shown in Table

3.1.

Table 3.1: Cyclic Code length 7

Seq. Notes Codeword Seq. Notes Codeword

1 all zeros 00000oo 9 sequence 2 + 3 0011101

2 generator 0001011 10 shift sequence 9 0111010

3 shift 0010110 11 2nd shift 1110100

4 2nd shift 0101100 12 3rd shift 1101001

S 3rd shift 1011000 13 4th shift 1010011

6 4th shift 0110001 14 Sth shift 0100111

7 Sth shift 1100010 IS 6th shift 1001110

8 6th shift 1000101 16 sequences 2 + 11 1111111

The code starts from the second sequence and six left shifts give the first seven

codewords. Sequence 2 and 3 are added to give a new sequence. The six cyclic shifts of the

new sequence give the next six codewords. The 16th codeword is obtained by addition of

second and eleventh codewords.

The encoding. the syndrome computation and the decoding of cyclic codes are all

easily implemented using a shift register with feedback connections [7.27.28]. This is

further described in the next section.

3.3.1 Encoding ofCyclic Codes

The special methods of encoding. syndrome computation and decoding are

. implemented by the use of an algebraic formula in which a polynomial is used to represent

the sequences. In the polynomial representation. amultiplication byX represents a shift to

the right. i.e .• to next position in the sequence. The message vector is represented by

polynomial u(X) as follows [7]:
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(3.1)

Shifting u(X) by (n - k) positions results in

(3.2)

IfEquation 3.2 is divided by generator polynomial g(X) used to generate the code, where .

(X) -1 X X2 x=« Xn-kg - +gl + g2 + ••• +gn-k-l +
,

.

(3.3)

the result can be expressed as

xn-ku(X)
= (X) +

rem(X)
g(X)

q
g(X)

, (3.4)

where q(X) is called the quotient polynomial that can be written as

q(X) =% +qlX +
... +qk_lXk-1 and rem(X) is called remainder that can be written as

(X) y2 X,,-k-lrem = remo + remiX + remz...·
+
...

+ remn_k_1 • (3.5)

Each valid codeword has zero remainder when divided by the generator polynomial.

Equation 3.5 can also be written as

rem(X) = Xn-kg(X) modulo g(X); (3.6)
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Addition of rem(X) in modulo-2 arithmetic to both sides ofEquation 3.4 results in

rem(X) + Xn-ku(X) = q(X)g(X) = v(X), (3.7)

where modulo-2 addition or subtraction are equivalent to the logical exclusive or.

Consequently, rem(X) +rem(X) =0.

The left-hand side ofEquation 3.7 is recognized as a valid codeword polynomial,

since it is a polynomial of degree n-lor less, and when divided by g(X), there is a zero

remainder. This codeword can be expanded into its polynomial terms as follows:

rem(X) + Xn-ku(X) = remo + remiX +
...

+ remn_k_IXn-k-1
+u yn-k+u'xn-k+1 + +u Xn-I

<Y'" 1 ••• k-I •

(3.8)

The right-hand side ofEquation 3.7 is the codeword polynomial v(X) corresponding

to the code vector v that can be written as

v=remu, (3.9)

where rem = remo' rem..... ,remn_k_1 is n -k parity bits vector and u = uo' u1' ... ,Uk-1 is k

message bits vector.

To further clarify the above encoding process, an example of a (7,4) codeword can

be considered using a message vector u = 1 0 1 1. In polynomial form, the message vector

may be written as u(X) = 1 +X2 +X3• Division of X3u(X) by g(X) = 1 +X +X3 using

polynomial division, the quotient q(X) and the remainder rem(X) can be obtained; so that



X3u(X) = q(X)g(X) + rem(X)
X3+X5+X6 = (1+X+X2+X3)(1+X+X3) + 1.

The resulting codeword v(X) is obtained as

v(X) = rem(X) + X3u(X) = 1 +X3 +X5 +X6
V = 100 1011,

where 1 0 0 are the parity bits and 1 0 1 1 are the message bits.
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(3.10)

(3.11)

The cyclic code encoding operation explained above is accomplished by a division

circuit using an (n - k) -stage shift register with feedback connections as shown in Figure

3.2. The circuit feedback connections corresponds to the coefficients of the generator

polynomial gj.

Figure 3.2 A dividing circuit with feedback connection.

v(X)

For the aboveexampleof the (7,4) codeword, the codeword generation process using

the shift register is explained in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2.
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u(X) = 1+X2+)(3
u=1011

v=1001011

sw2

Figure 3.3 An encoderwith generator polynomial g(X)=l+X+X3, where
g}=l, g2=O, and g3=1.

Table 3.2: 3-stage encoding shift register

Input queue Shift number Register contents Output

u SReo SRe} SR� v

1011 0 0 0 0

101 1 1 1 0 1

10 2 1 ·0 1 1

1 3 a a 0

4 1 0 0 1

Remainderr

After the fourth shift, switch 1 is opened, switch 2 is moved to the up position, and

the parity bits contained in the last register are shifted to the output as a remainder vector.

The output code vector is v = 1 00 1 0 1 1, or in polynomial form, v(X) = 1 +X3 +XS +X6 •

3.3.2 Syndrome Computation and decoding ofCyclic Code

The remainder obtained by the division of a codeword by the generator polynomial
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is called the syndrome. The transmitted codeword v(X) may be perturbed by noise and

interference as explained in Chapter 2. The vector received codeword r(X) is a corrupted

version of the transmitted codeword. From the algebraic properties of a cyclic code [6], the

transmitted codeword v(X) can be obtained bymultiplying the message polynomial u(X)

by the generator polynomial g(X), so that

v(X) = u(X) g(X). (3.12)

r(X), the corrupted version of v(X), may be written as

r(X) = v(X) + e(X), (3.13)

where e(X) =eo +e1X + ••• +en_1Xn-1 is the error polynomial. The decoder performs a test

to find out whether r(X) =ro +rtX + ... +rn_1Xn-1 is a codeword polynomial or not, that is,

whether it is divisible by g(X), with a zero remainder. This is accomplished by calculating

the syndrome of the received polynomial. An all-zero syndrome indicates that the received

sequence r(X) is correct. Any other syndrome indicates the presence of errors. The

syndrome s(X) is the remainder resulting from dividing r(X) by g(X), that is,

r(X) = q(X)g(X) + s(X), (3.14)

where syndrome seX) is a polynomial of degree n - k -1 or less. Thus, the syndrome is an

(n - k) -tuple. By combining Equations 3.12 to 3.14, the error polynomial can be obtained

as

e(X) = [u(X) + q(X)] g(X) + s(X). (3.15)
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A comparison of Equations 3.14 and 3.15, shows that the syndrome seX} is obtained as the

remainder of reX) modulo g(X). In other words, the syndrome is the same as the parity bits

recalculated from the received information plus the received parity bits. Equation 3.15 also

shows that the syndrome is actually equal to the remainder resulting from dividing the error

pattern by the generator polynomial. This means that seX) is a zero vector only ifeither the

errorpolynomial e(X) =0 or it is identical to acodeword. If e(X) is identical to a codeword, e(X)

is an undetectable error pattern.

The syndrome calculation is accomplished by a division circuit that is almost

identical to the encoding circuit. An example of syndrome calculation with an n - k shift

register is shown in Figure 3.4, using the received code vector r generated in the previous

section. Switch 1 is initially closed and switch 2 is open. The received vector is shifted into

the register input, with all stages initially set to zero. After the entire received vector has

been entered into the shift register, the contents of the register give the syndrome. Switch

1 is then opened and switch 2 is closed, so that the syndrome vector can be shifted out of

the register. The operational steps of the decoder for the received vector r = 1001011 are

illustrated in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3.

�aie
01.

Figure 3.4 A decoderwith generator polynomial g(X)=1+X+X3.

If the syndrome is an all-zeros vector, the received vector is assumed to be a valid

code vector. Therefore, the estimated message vector d(X) can be extracted using the last

four bits of the received vector reX) • If the syndrome is non-zero, the received vector is
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a perturbed code vector and errors have been detected. Such errors can be corrected by

sending anegative acknowledgment to the transmitterwith a request to resend the erroneous

message. This type of error control strategy is explained in the next section.

Table 3.3: 3-stage decoding shift register

Input queue Shift number Register contents·

r sse, SRel SRez

1001011 0 0 0 0

100101 1 1 0 0

10010 2 1 1 0

1001 3 0 1 I

100 4 0 1 I

10 5 1 1 1

1 6 1 0 1

7 0 0 0 Syndromes

The commonly used cyclic codes are Cyclic Redundancy Check (eRC) codes or S-.
bit CRe, where S denotes the number of bits over which parity is generated. To generate

a (n. k) codeword, eRC codes require S = n - k parity bits in addition to the k information

bits. The lO-bit CRC, the 12-bit CRe, the 16-bit CRC, and the 32-bit CRC are commonly

used for error detection [8,28]. In this thesis, a (400, 386) codeword, in conjunctionwith the

16-bit CRC or CRC-16,will be used to perform error detection. The generator polynomial

of the CRC-l6 used in this thesis is g(X) = 1 +X2 +X1S +X16 [28].

3.4 Error Control Strategies

As mentioned before,. the two commonly used error control strategies are the

Forward Error Control (FEe) protocol and the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol

[7]. In the FEe protocols, an error-correcting code is used. In such method, when the
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receiver detects the presence of errors, it attempts to determine the error locations and then

correct the errors. If exact locations of errors are determined, the received codeword can be

correctly decoded. Obviously, if the receiver fails to determine the exact locations of errors,

the received codewordwill be decoded incorrectly and erroneous data will be delivered to

the users. In the ARQ protocols, a codewith good error-detecting capability is used. At the
.

receiver, the syndrome of the received codeword is computed. If the syndrome is zero, the

received codeword is assumed to be error-free and is accepted by the receiver. At the same

time, the receiver notifies the transmitter, viaa return channel, that the transmitted codeword

has been successfully received. However, if the syndrome is not zero, errors are detected

in the received codeword. Then, the transmitter is instructed to retransmit the same

codeword through the return channel. Retransmission continues until the codeword is

successfully received. With this system, erroneous data gets delivered to the data sink only

if the receiver fails to detect the presence of errors. Using a proper linear code, the

probability of undetected error can be made very small [8]. The primary focus of this thesis

is the study of ARQ protocols for the CDMA systems.

3.5 Automatic Repeat Request Protocols

In the ARQ protocols, the throughput efficiency, defined as the ratio of the average

number of information bits successfully accepted by the receiver per unit time to the total

number of bits that could be transmitted per unit time, is not constant and it decreases as the

channel error rate increases. In the FEC protocols, when an error is detected in a received

word, it must be decoded and the decoded wordmust be delivered to the user, regardless of

whether it is correct or not. Since the probability of incorrect decoding is much greater than

the probabilityofundetected error [6], it may be difficult to achieve high system reliability.

Because of its simple implementation and high reliability, ARQ is often preferred over FEC

for error control in data communication systems, provided a feedback channel is available.

The performance of an ARQ error-control system, normally measured by its reliability and
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throughput efficiency and these topics are addressed in the next section.

3.5.1 Reliabllity and Throughput EffiCiencies

In an ARQ protocol, the receiver commits a decoding error whenever it accepts a

received codeword with undetected errors. Such an event is called an error event. The

reliability performance depends on the probability of an error event which is denoted by

P(E). Clearly, for an ARQ protocol to be reliable, the P(E) should be made very small.

Assuming that a cyclic code is used for error detection in an ARQ protocol, the

following probabilities can be defined

Pc = probability that a received n-bit word contains no error.

Pd
= probability that a received word contains a detectable error pattern.

P
e
= probability that a received word contains an undetectable error pattern.

where Pc +Pd +Pe
= 1. Probability Pc depends on the channel error. For a random error

channel such as COMA system with Bit Error Rate (BER) .e, pc· can be found using a

binomial distribution. The probability of getting exactly e errors in an n bit codeword is

given by

.

P,(e) - ( :) E'( l-E>'''�). (3.16)

Thus, the probability that a received n-bit word contains no error is

Pc = Pn(O)
= (1-et.

(3.17)

For an (n, k) codeword, the probability of undetected errorP
e has. the following

upper bound [29]:
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(3.18)

A received word is accepted by thereceiver only if it either contains no errors or

contains an undetectable error pattern which results in an error event. Since an undetectable

error pattern can occur in the initial or in any retransmission, the P(E) may be written as

P(E) = Pe +PI'e +p/Pe +
•.•

= Pe(1 +pd+p/+···)
1 Pe=P-=--

e

I-Pd Pc+Pe

(3.19)

As stated before, a (400, 384) codeword is employed for error detection in this work.

For a bit error rate e = 10-3, Pc=6.70xlO-1, Pe�4.86xl0-6 and P(E)�7.26xl0-6. An

error event occurs approximately every onemillion received codewords at this bit error rate.

This shows that a high system reliability can be achieved by an ARQ error-control protocol

using very little parity overhead. As Pe
is relatively small, Pc +Pd = 1. This assumption

will be used throughout this thesis.

There are three main types ofARQ protocols called the Stop-and-Wait (SW) ARQ,

Go-Back-N (GBN) ARQ and Selective-Repeat (SR) ARQ protocols[13]. The latter two are

sometimes grouped together under the heading continuous ARQ protocols. Each of these

protocols has different throughput efficiency. These ARQ protocols are next described

starting with Stop-and-Wait ARQ protocol.

3.5.2 Stop-and-Wait ARQ Protocol

The Stop-and-Wait ARQ protocol is the simplest protocol and in this protocol, the

transmitter sends a codeword to the receiver and waits for an acknowledgment from the
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receiver as shown in Figure 3.5. A positive acknowledgment (ACK) from the receiver gives

a signal that the codeword has been successfully received (i.e., no errors being detected) and

the transmitter starts sending the next codeword. A negative acknowledgment (NAK) from

the receiver indicates that the codeword three has been detected in error and the transmitter

resends the erroneous codeword. Retransmission continues until an ACK is received by the

transmitter. The SW-ARQ scheme is simple and is used in many communication systems.

However, it is inherently inefficient because of the idle time spent waiting for .

acknowledgment for each transmitted codeword.

Idle time
Retransmission

t
Retransmission

t
Tx

I I I
I I I�I I. I_
I I./�

Rx

t
Error

t
Error

Figure 3.5 Stop-and-WaitARQprotocol.

The SW throughput efficiency f) may be expressed as f)=klE, where E is the

average number of time-slots required to transmit a codeword successfully and is given by

GO

E = E ni Ps(i) .

1=1
(3.20)

In this expression, i is the transmission index and nj is the number of time slots required

to transmit a. codeword after i transmission. Ps(l) is the probability that. after i
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transmissions, the codeword has been successfully received. Let T be the total round trip

delay of the system in seconds defined as the time interval between the beginning of the

transmission ofa codeword and the reception of the acknowledgment for that codeword and

R be the rate of transmission in bit per seconds. In one round trip delay time, the transmitter

could transmit n +RT bits, where n is the codeword length in bits. To simplify the notation,

the detection probability Pd is denoted by P.

The computation ofE ofEquation 3.20 is illustrated in Table 3.4. In this table, P1(,)
and P/') are the probability that a codeword is received correctly after i transmission and

the probability that some codewords were received in error after i transmission,

respectively. The number of positively and negatively acknowledged codewords after ith

transmission are denoted by pac(,) and nac(i) , respectively.

Table 3.4:Ps(l) computation for Stop-and-Wait ARQ protocol

i nj pac(,) P1(1) nac(1) Pu.(l) Ps(l) =P1(I)Pu.(l)
1 (n+RT) 1 a-n 0 pO (l-P)

2 2(n+RT) 1 (l-P) 1 pI (l-P)P

3 3(n+RT). 1 (l-P) 2 r (l-P)p2
4 4(n+RT) 1 (l-P) 3 ? (l-P)?

j j(n+RT) 1 (l-P) j-l pq.I) (l_p)pq.l)

From table 3.4, Ps(l) = (l-P)PH and nj = i(n +RT) , so that from equation 3.20
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..

E = L i(n+RT) (l-P) rv»

..

= (l-P) (n+RT) L ip(H)
;=1

(3.21)

n+RT
--

I-P

Therefore, the throughput efficiency '1 or simply throughput of a stop and wait ARQ

protocol is given by

'1 =
k(l-P)
(n+RT)

(3.22)

3.5.3 Go·Back·N ARQ Protocol

In a go-back-N ARQ protocol, codewords are transmitted continuously. The

transmitter does not wait for acknowledgment after sending a codeword. As soon as it has

completed sending one, it begins sending the next codeword as shown in Figure 3.6. The

acknowledgment for a codeword arrives after a round trip-delay. If T denotes round-trip

delay and R denotes the transmission rate, the number ofcodewords that can be transmitted

during the round-trip delay isN = LTRlnJ+ 1 where LxJ denotes the largest integer that is less

than or equal to x. During the round-trip delay interval, N - 1 other codewords have also

been transmitted. When a NAK is received, the transmitter backs up to the codeword that

is negatively acknowledged and resends that codeword along with the N - 1 succeeding

codewords that were transmitted during round trip delay (i.e., the transmitter pulls back and

resendsN codewords). The buffermust be provided at the transmitter for these codewords.

At the receiver, following an erroneously received codeword, the N - 1 received vectors are

discarded, regardless ofwhether they are error-free or not. Therefore, the receiver needs to

store only one received codeword at a time. TheGBN is more effective than SW ARQ and
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it can be implemented at a moderate cost. However, it becoines ineffective when round trip

delay is large and data transmission error rate is high .

.

The throughput efficiency ofGBN protocol is given by [6]

k
T) = -.

nE (3.23)

Round-trip
delay

Retransmission

(Go-Back-4)

Rx

Tx

Error

Figure 3.6 Go-Back-N ARQ Protocol.

As for Stop-and-Wait protocol, Ps(i) is shown in tabular form in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: P,(z) computation forGo-Back-N ARQ protocol

i nj pac(') Pl(z) nac(i) P-e_(l) PI.(l) =P�J)Pe(J)
.1 (N-l) 1 a-n 0 pO (l-P)

2 2N-(N-l) 1 (l-P) 1 pI (l-P)P

3 3N-(N-l) 1 (l-P) 2 p2 (l-P)p2 .

4 4N-(N-l) 1 (l-P) 3 p3 (l-P)p3

j jN-(N-l) 1 (I-P) j-l pi-I) (l-P)pi-l)
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Thus Pg(l) =(I-p)p;-I, n; =(i-l)N + 1. By combining Equation 3.23 and the result from

Table 3.5, E can be written as

00

E = .E ». Pg(l) ,

;=1
00

.

= (I-P) I: «i-I)N+ I) rv» ,

;=1

NP
= 1+-.

. I-P

(3.24)

Finally the throughput efficiency ofGBN can be written

11 = (l-P) kin
.

(l-P)+PN (3.25)

3.5.4 Selective-Repeat Protocol

This method is a modified form ofGBN protocol. In Selective Repeat (SR) ARQ

protocol, codewords are also transmitted continuously. However, the transmitter only

resends those codewords that are negatively acknowledged, as shown in Figure 3.7. Since

codewords are ordinarily delivered to the user in correct order, a buffer must be provided

at the receiver to. store the error-free received codewords following a received codeword

detected in error. When the first negatively acknowledged codeword is successfully

received, the receiver releases the error-free received codewords in consecutive order until

the next erroneously received codeword is encountered. Sufficient receiver buffer must be

provided, otherwise buffer overflow may occur and data may be lost. Of the three ARQ

protocols, SR ARQ is the most efficient protocol. However, it is also the most complex

protocol to implement.

For an ideal SR ARQ protocol, the receiver has infinite buffer to store the error-free

codewords. Pg(l) is once again computed from Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Pii) computation for SR ARQ protocol

i ni pac{l) P,(l) nac{l) PrJ.{i) Ps(l) =P,{I)Pe_<Z)
1 1 1 a-n 0 pO (l-P)

2 2 1 (l-P) 1 pI (l-P)P

3 3 1 (l-P) 2 p2 (l-P)p2
4 4 1 (l-P) 3 pJ (l-P)pJ

j j 1 (I-P) j-l pO-I) (l_P)pO-l)

Thus Pa(l) =(l-P)pH, n; =i. For a codeword to be successfully accepted by the receiver,
the average number of time-slots required to transmit a codeword successfully E is given

by

co

E = En; Ps{z)
;=1

..

= (l-P) :E i p(H)
;=1

1

(l-P)

(3.26)

=

Therefore, the throughput efficiency of SR ARQ protocol is given by

k
1'1 = (l-P) - .

n
(3.27)

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the encoding and decoding of the cyclic codes was introduced. A

(400, 386) code termed as CRC-16 is used for ARQ analysis in this thesis. A low probability

ofundetected codeword error (Ix 10-6 atbit error rate of 10-3) can be obtained using CRC-
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16. A CRC-16 based ARQ gives a rugged system and this error detection method is

assumed for comparative analysis of the ARQ protocols used in this thesis.

Retransmission

Tx

I� I� I� .4c' � k I� .� k
10 1 0 10 l"f t<J f.J 10 10 f.J

1 � 1 � 1� I� I� I'f 1 � I� I'f
111111111

Rx

Error

Figure 3.7 Selective-Repeat ARQ Protocol.

The performance of an ARQ error-control system is normally measured by its

throughput efficiency. An expression for throughput efficiency (or simply throughput) for

three types of ARQ protocols was derived. Using these expressions, the throughput

efficiency is plotted in Figure 3.8 as a function of average probability oferror € for various

ARQ protocols. To simplify the notation. the average probability of error € is denoted by

P(e). The performance of SW protocol degrades as the round-trip delay of the channel

increases. The GBN protocol gives a better throughput as there is no idle time. However,

themain drawback ofGBN protocol is that whenever a received word is detected in error,

the receiver also rejects the next (N-l) received codewords, even thoughmany of themmay

be error free. As a result, the throughput performance dips sharply when bit error rate and/or

round trip delay increases. Of these methods. the SR protocol gives the best performance.

The price is a higher implementation cost and complexity. as it requires theoretically an

infinite buffer at the receiver side.
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Figure 3.8 A comparison of throughput efficiencies of
the SW, GBN, and SR ARQ protocols for
two values of delay.



4. Performance Evaluation for a BPSK DS

CDMA Communication System

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with the performance evaluation for an asynchronous

Direct Sequence - Code DivisionMultipleAccess (OS-COMA) communication system that

employsBinary Phase ShiftKeying (BPSK)modulation radio in an urban environment. The

performance evaluation of interest is the average probability of error or average Bit Error .

Rate (BER). The average error probability is evaluated by first obtaining the average of the

Signal-to-interference-plus-NoiseRatio (SNR). The self interference due tomultipath fading

and Multi User Interference (MUI) are modeled as Gaussian processes and this method is,

therefore, called the Gaussian approximation method.

The RAKE receiver is employed for path diversity thus taking advantage of the

IIiultipath fading. As the fading is sufficiently slow, it is assumed that the RAKE receiver

can perfectly estimate the gain and phase ofeach path and any errors due toimperfection

estimation are not considered. It is also assumed that perfect power control is used by all

active users. Perfect power control means that all active user signals arrive at the receiver

with the same average power.

The derivation of the probability of error consists of two steps. First, the probability

of error conditioned on a fixed set of fading attenuation factor is obtained. Then, the

conditional probability of error is averaged over the probability density function of the

fading attenuation factors.

48



4.2 TransmitterModel

49

The transmitter, shown in Figure 4.1, consists ofKusers. Each user spread spectrum

signal employs BPSKDS-SS modulation. Assuming a data rate of Iff bits per second, the

baseband and the spread spectrum signal for the kfh user may be written as

00

bit) = :E b�k) Pr(t - nT)
n=-oo

and

(4.1)

(4.2)

where p,,(t) is a unit rectangular pulse with width or, b�k) is one symbol of the kfh

transmitted signal and a�k) is the kfh user's code sequence; Both of these symbols take on.

value of -l or 1. The PN sequence is repeated every one symbolperiod so that a�k) = a��N
c

for all n and k and for some integer N; = TITc' where T is the bit interval duration and Tc
is the chip duration (or the duration of the code bit bandpass signal).

Let Sk(t) denote the transmitted signal for the I!' user. Then,

where the low-pass equivalent transmitted signal is given by

Pk is the kfh user signal power and 6k is the carrier phase for the kfh user.

(4.3)

(4.4)
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bl(t)��
l l

•

.J2 PI cos( (l) c t + 91)• a1 (I)

•

bk(t)

•

• ak(t)
•

bK(t)

1(t)

-42 Pk cos( (l) c t + 9 k )
n(t)

Figure 4.1 The transmitter for K user system with Code Division

Multiple Access using BPSK Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum modulation.

4.3 Channel Model

In Chapter 2, itwas shown that for the data rate of 64 Kbps, the multipath Rayleigh

fading can be considered to be slow fading. The channel parameters do not change

significantly over two consecutive bit intervals. It was also explained in Chapter 2 that the

maximum multipath delay spread, Tm' is less than the signaling interval, T, so that the

signal does not experience significant Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). The channel can be

considered to consist of fixed number of independently fading paths. Themaximum number

of faded paths L may be calculated as

(4.5)
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where L is the maximum number of resolved paths for amaximummultipath delay spread

of T
m
seconds and LxJ is the largest integer that is less than or equal to x.

Due to slowly varying fading characteristics, the channel can be modeled as a linear

filter with a time-invariant impulse response given by

(4.6)

where ��k), -r:�k), and q,�k) are the r path gain, delay, and phase for the k th
user. It is

assumed that for each I and k; the path delay -r:�k) is an independent random variable that is

uniformly distributed over [0, 71. The path phase q,�k) is also assumed to have a uniform

random variable over [0, 21t]. As stated in Chapter 2, themultipath fading, without a strong

path component causes a rapid path gain fluctuations. The path gain ��k) can be considered
to be an independent random variable with a Rayleigh distribution for all k and l. Therefore,

the average path power of the path gain is given by

(4.7)

where G/2 is the Rayleigh constant ofEquation 2.16.

The multiuser received signal r{t) for this multipath channel may be written as

K 00

r{t) = tt !hk(-r:) sk(t--r:)d-r: +' n(t).
-

(4.8)

From Equations 4.1 to 4.4 and 4.6, the received signal may be written as
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r(t) = J2P1 ��I) bl(t-'t�I» al(t-'t�l» COS((A)l + <p�l)
L

+J2PtL ��l)bl(t-'t�l» at(t-'t�11 COS«A)l + <P�11
1=2

K L

+L :E J2Pk ��k)bl(t-'t�k» al(t-'t�k» COS«A)l + <p�k»
k=2 1=1

+n(t), .

(4.9)

where n(t) is the channel AWGN which has two sided power spectral density No/2
WattIHz. The phase <p�k) = (A)l + if)�k) + e�k) is assumed to be an independent random variable

distributed over [0, 21t] .

4.4 Receiver Model

As explained in Chapter 2, a RAKE correlator receiver is an optimum receiver for

a multipath channel. As shown in Figure 4.2, the RAKE receiver consists of down

converters, matched filters or correlators, and a combiner. The combiner that achieves the

best performance is shown in Figure 4.3. In such a combiner, each path signal is multiplied

by the corresponding complex-valued (conjugate) channel gain

where 1 s i sL. The effect of this multiplication is to compensate for the phase shift in the

channel and to weigh the signal by a factor that is proportional to its strength. Thus, a strong

signal carries a larger weight than a weak signal.

In Figure 4.2, the output ofI and Q sections of thematched filter correspond to the

real and imaginary parts of the received baseband signal respectively. The real and
. .

imaginary parts of the received signals correspond to a transmitted 1 and 0 respectively.

After the complex valued weighting operation is performed in the combiner, both combiner

output are summed. This optimum combiner is called aMaximal Ratio Combiner (MRC).

Of course, the realization of this combiner is based on the assumption that the channel

attenuations ��k) and the phase shifts <p�k) are perfectly known. That is, the estimates of the
parameters ��k) and (p�k) contain no noise. A RAKE receiver with perfect (noiseless)
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estimates of the channel tap weights gives Db-order diversity [5]. It is also assumed that all

tap weights have the same mean-square value E[(p�k»2]. These assumptions are used

throughout this chapter.

spreading code
path gain and

phase estimation

Figure 4.2 RAKE Receiver or RAKE Correlator
receiver.

In Figure 4.2, the received signal r(t) is down converted to the baseband in-phase

signal rf_t) and quadrature phase signal ro(t) by multiplying r(t) with cos (6)l) and

sin (6)l) , respectively. The low-pass in-phase signal is given by

. (4.10)
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Output from
Matched Filter

Figure 4.3 RAKE Receiver Combiner (Also
known as the Transversal Filter).

The quadrature signalro(t) is obtained by setting I equal to Q in Equation 4.10,

where (3� = (3�k)COS(q>�k�, (3� = (3�k)sin( _q>�k», and nj.t) is the low-pass equivalent thermal

noise. As the VSAT tail circuit is a point-to-point communication, the receiver is designed

only for the desired user or the first user. It is assumed that the receiver can ideally lock on

to the delay 't�l) and phase <p�1), where i = 1,2, ... ,L is the number of tap weights in the

combiner as shown in Figure 4.3. The output Z, of the z
....
tap weight combiner for user 1 is

given by

(4.11)

where b�l) is the data bit to be detected and ��k) is estimated (3�k). Equation 4.11 may
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rewritten as

(4.12)

where t?) =r;�k) _r;�l), Ng is the AWGN term which is a zero mean Gaussian random

variable. In Equation 4.12, Rk1(r;) and Rk1(1:) are the continuous-time partial cross

correlation functions given by [10]

't

Rkl(r;):: f ak(t-r;) al(t)dt
o
T

Ak1(r;) = f ak(t-r;) a1(t)dt,
't

(4.13)

where O�r;�T. Equation 4.12 can be simplified as

(4.14)

where'D, is the desired signal, S, is the self interference due to multipath components, and

Fe is the co-channel or multi-user interference from other users.

4.5 BitError Rate Analysis

An approximation to calculate the probability of error or Bit Error Rate (BER) in

CDMA system is known as the standard Gaussian approximation [10-12. 25]. In this
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approximation, all the interference signals are assumed to result in Gaussian distributed

noisewith zero mean. The variance for this interference caused noisewill be explained later.

In deriving the probability of error, the probability of error conditioned on a fixed set of

attenuation factors ��I) is first obtained. This conditional probability of error is next

averaged over the probability density function of the ��I).

Let P (e I y) denote the conditional probability of error conditioned on y, wherey
is the combined Signal-to-Noise plus interference Ratio (SNR) per bit at the output of the

RAKE receiver with Lth order of diversity.With the symbol b�l) equally likely, then

(4.15)

where Z is the outputof themaximal ratio combining as in Figure 4.3. Due to the symmetry

of the problem, Equation 4.15 may be written as

P(ely) = Pr(Z:?;OlbJ1)=-1). (4.16)

For simplicity, the conditioning on b�l) is omitted, thus Equation 4.16 may be rewritten as

[5]

P(ely) = Q( v'2Y), (4.17)

where

Jeo -u2
1 ._

Q(x) = - e
2 duo

{ii
(4.18)

x



The combined SNR per bit, y, is given by

L

Y = LYj'
i=1

57

(4.19)

where Yj denotes the instantaneous SNR at the output of the ,111 correlator. Yj is given by

E2[Zi]
Yi = --

Var[Zi]
E[Ds2]

=---------

Var[Ss] +VarIFc] +Var[Ng]

For a fixed p�1), various components ofEquation 4.20 are given by:

(4.20)

(4.21)

For rectangular chip waveform, the expectation involving even and odd cross-correlation .

functions is given by [25]

E[(b (k)R (t(k)... + b (k)R (t(k»)2] = _1_T2-I kl I' ) 0 kl I .

3N
'

c

(4.22)

where Nc is the sequence length of the Golds codes introduced inChapter 2. It was assumed
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that E[(p�k�2] is same over all the paths. It is also assumed that G=E[(p�k»)2] and

G2 =E[(p�k»)4] for tbpath oftheJth user for 1 = 1,2, ... ,L and k = 1,2, ... ,K. Using bit energy

Eb =PT and from Equations 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22. Yi is obtained as

(4.23)

The average value of Y i' denoted by 'Vi = E [ Yi]' is assumed to be identical for all paths.

That is,

1
'Vi =

----N-'(LK-I) +�
3N 2Eb

(4.24)

where 'Viis the SNR per combinedpath, Eb =GEb is the received signal energy perbit, and Eb
is the transmitted signal energy per bit.

The bit error probability can be obtained by averaging the conditional probability of

error P (e Iy), in Equation 4.17. over a probability density function I(y) so that

Pee) = J P(ely) fey) dy.
o

(4.25)

In aRayleigh fading channel; the instantaneous SNR yi of the i-path is distributed

according to a chi-squared distributionwith two degrees of freedom [5]. Thus, the combined

SNR (y) with a diversity order of L has a probability density function of chi-square

distribution with 2L degree of freedom given by
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(4.26) .

Substituting Equation 4.17, 4.19, and 4.26 into Equation 4.25 results in a closed-form

solution [5, 12] for P(e) as

[ lL
L

( ) [ l·1 L 1 +i 1 I

P(e) = 2(1-1.1) b -i 2'(1+1.1) , (4.27)

where, by definition,

(4.28)

4.6 Numerical Results

In Figure 4.4, the computed results for P(e) in Equation 4.27 are plotted for Gold

codes of length N, = 31 and for several different values ofKand L. The average probability·

of bit error of the RAKE receiver is plotted as a function of the expected received energy

per bit-to-noise density ratio s, INo' For notation simplicity, N, is denoted by C and

Eb INo is denoted by ErlNo. Notice that as the transmitted power, and hence the parameter

Er, is increased beyond a certain level, the performance of the system does not continue to

improve significantly. This is because all transmitters are increasing the transmitted power

together. Hence, the multiple-access interference increases as the power ofeach transmitter

increases. It is also shown in Figure 4.4 that the multipath diversity in the receiver can

increase the performance of the system significantly.

In Figure 4.5, the average probability of bit error versus the number of active

transmittersK is plotted for a fixed value ofErlNo = 10 dB, and number of resolved paths
..

L = 3. The bit error results are plotted for various lengths of Gold codes assuming
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rectangular waveform. As C becomes large, the portion of the multipath and multiuser

interference energy in the information bandwidth, after de-spreading, decreases. On the

other hand, the desired signal and white noise energy remain the same. Consequently, the

combined signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio increase and the probability of bit error

decreases. Also, the effect of interference in the desired signal becomes small in comparison

to the white noise as C increases.
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Figure 4.4 The computed results for average probability of bit
error versus ErlNo for C = 31. The two values of
user number (K = 9, K = 3) and number of resolved
paths (L = 3, L = 2) are used.
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5. Performance of Generalized Stop-and-Wait

ARQ Protocols

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was seen that the bit error rate performance of a Binary

Phase Shift Keying Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (BPSK DS-CDMA)

communication system degrades rapidly as the equivalent noises increase. This noises result

from the combined effect ofmultiuser interference,multipath fading, and thermal noise. The

Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) error control strategies are widely used to mitigate the

effect of transmission errors. It was shown in Chapter 3 that the stop-and-wait ARQ

protocol has the simplest implementation but has low throughput efficiency. In this chapter,

improved ARQ methods known as the generalized stop-and-wait ARQ protocols are

proposed and analyzed for a wireless CDMA communication system. The key common

feature of these methods is that they retain the general simplicity of stop-and-wait ARQ

protocol while achieving a significant improvement in throughput efficiency by reduction

ofwaiting states.

5.2 Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type-1 (GSW-1) ARQ Protocol

The operation of the Generalized Stop-andWait Type-l (GSW-l) ARQ protocol,

proposed first in [32], is illustrated in Figure 5.1. As shown in this figure, the data tobe

transmitted are divided into fixed-length data blocks. Each sequence of k information

bearing bits is encoded through an (n, k) code into a codeword of length n. Each data block

is transmitted, or if necessary retransmitted, by sending a set ofM identical copies rather

62
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than just a single copy. This technique reduces the influence of the round trip propagation

delay on the throughput efficiency resulting in a higher throughput. After each transmission

of a set ofM copies of a data block, the transmitter is idle, as it waits for acknowledgment

signals from the receiver. At the receiver, an error detection is performed on each received

copy. For each received copy, an acknowledgment signal is sent back to the transmitter

through the feedback channel. A positive acknowledgment (ACK) is sent for a correctly

received codeword or if a correctable error pattern is detected and a negative

acknowledgment (NACK) is sent in case of erroneous data blocks for which a correct

reconstruction is not possible. The feedback channel of the communication system is

assumed to be noiseless, i.e., all the acknowledgment signals are received without errors at

the transmitter.

N
..

K : N : M-1 :

�.. ..: �.. ..;.. ..:.. ..;.. ..:
M N

Figure 5.1 The Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type one (GSW-1) ARQ
Protocol.

In GSW-1 protocol, the transmitter starts sending the next data blocks as soon as an

ACKmessage for a copy in the previous block arrives at the transmitter. It is awaste of time

to continuewaiting for the remaining acknowledgment signals, since they are of no further

use. Also, it is useless to continue sending the remaining copies of the codewords. If allM
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acknowledgment signals are negative, a retransmission of the current data block is required

and a new set of M copies of that block is sent.

The throughput efficiency of the GSW-1 ARQ protocol is given by [32]

11 =

n E[a;],
k

(5.1)

where E[ex] is the average number of data blocks which could be sent during the time

needed to deliver one correct block. The random variable ex denotes the total number of data

blocks required to deliver one correct data block. In the analysis below, it is assumed that

transmission errors from block to block are statistically independent and are identically

distributed with a constant block error probability P.

In order to derive an analytical expression for E[ex], discrete random variable F is

introduced. F denotes the number of consecutive erroneous copies in a set ofM copies of

a data block before the first correct copy or before the end of the set. The variable F has the

following probability distribution:

(l_p)pf, 0 s f< M

Pr[F = j] = pM, f = M

0; f> M.

(5.2)

Using this variable F, ex can be expressed as follows:

{N + F, 0 s F < M
ex -

N + M - 1 + ex', F = M, .

(5.3)

whereby ex' denotes the number of data blocks needed to deliver a correct datablock, which

are counted from the start of the first retransmission of the block. Since transmission errors
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in consecutive blocks are, in the first instance, assumed to occur independently with a

constant block error probability P, the random variables u and u' are identicallydistributed

and E[u] = E[u']. Based on the definition of u in Equation 5.3, its expectation E[u] may

be derived as

E[u] = Pr[F<M] E[N+FIF<M] + Pr[F=M] E[N+M-1u'IF=M], (5.4)

where,

Pr[F<M] = 1 - Pr[F =M]. (5.5)

Substituting for Pr[F<M] from Equation 5.5 into 5.4 yields

E[u] = E[N+FIF<M] - Pr[F=M] E[N+FIF<M]
+ Pr[F=M] E[N+M�l +u'IF=M] .

(5.6)

Combining ofEquations 5.2, 5.3, and 5.6 results in

E[u] =
N - 1 + E[F] ; (1 - P M)

•

. (1 - P )
(5.7)

E[F] can be evaluated using the moment generating function. Let F(z) = z! denote the

probability generating function of the random variable F, then

..

E[F(z)] = EPr[F=j] z!
1=0
m-l

= E Pr[F=flf<M1 zl + Pr[F=flf=M] z
M

1=0

=
(I-P) + pM+1zM(I-Z)

I-Pz

(5.8)
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The moment generating function can be obtained by differentiating Equation 5.8 with

respect to z. If it is denoted by E'[F(z)] then it can be expressed as

= (1 - P + pM + 1
Z
M (1 - z») p

(1 - PZ)2
(5.9)

For convergence, Pz � 1 is a prerequisite. Since P s 1, z can be chosen as one. Then E[F]

can be written as

E[F] = g[F(I)]
=
p (1 _pM)
I-P

(5.10)

From Equations 5.1, 5.7, and 5.10, the throughput efficiency 11 is obtained as

_

k ( (1 - P M) (1 - P) )11 -

n (N - 1) (1 - P) + (1 _ P M)
• (5.11)

5.3 Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type-2 (GSW-2) ARQ Protocol

In the Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type-2 (GSW-2) protocol, first proposed in [9],

the codewords to be transmitted are divided into groups, each composed ofM codewords,

where M � 1. Once a group ofM codewords has been sent, the transmitter enters the

waiting state, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The number of time-slots that the transmitter

spends in the waiting state varies, according to the ACK and NAK sequence that it receives

via a feedback channel.

The receiver can be either in the decoding state or the waiting state. In the decoding

state, the receiver analyzes the received codeword. If the received codeword is errorless or

contains a correctable error pattern, the receiver sends an ACK to the transmitter.'
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Conversely, if the codeword contains an uncorrectable error pattern, the receiver sends

NAK so that all the successive received codewords are discarded, regardless ofwhether they

are error-free or not. Thus, there would be only one erroneous codeword in the loth

transmission.

( i - 1 ) III transmission I III transmission

Transmission
State I Retra=�8Ion I

: .
Waiting State

N .M-m+1:
14 �

, ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/

,.�'\.f��'/
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/

,/

,

,

-.
,

,

Decoding State

Rx

Figure 5.2 The Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type two (GSW-2) ARQ
Protocol.

Because the time spentby the transmitter in thewaiting state is significantly reduced,

the GSW-2 protocol can increase the throughput efficiency performance of the classical

stop-andwait protocol. On the other hand, the GSW-2 protocol retains the implementation

simplicity of the classical stop-and-wait protocol.

The throughput efficiency 1'1 of the GSW-2 ARQ protocol is given by

kM
1'1 =

»s' (5.12)

where k is the.number of information bits, n is the length of a codeword, and E is the
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average number of time-slots required to transmit a group of M codewords. E may be

expressed as

co

E = :E njPs(I).
;=1

(5.13)

In this expression. i is the index of transmission and nj is the number ofcodeword time slots

required to transmitM codewords. Ps(l) is the probability that at the,1b transmissions. all

the M codewords have been received successfully.

To obtain the throughput efficiency of GSW-2 protocol consider a typical case

shown in Figure 5.2. At the (i-1)th transmission. the first (m-1) codewords have been

positively acknowledged. while the mth codeword is negatively acknowledged. Following

the reception of theNAK signal. the transmitter immediately enters the retransmission state.

then sends the mth codeword followed by successive (M-m + 1) codewords. When all the M
.

codewords have been positively acknowledged. the transmitter sends the nextMcodewords.

After i transmission. it is assumed that cj codewords have been positively

acknowledged. and for the (cj+ 1)th codeword. an NAK signal has been received. The

transmitter repeats a (cj + 1)th codeword and all of the successive codewords, and then enters

the waiting state such that cj_1 s:.cjs:.M. where cj_1 is the number of codewords that have

been positively acknowledged after i-1 transmission. If Cj
=M, then all the M codewords

.

have been successfully transmitted.

The probability that during the ,1b transmission cj codewords are correctly received

given Ci-1 codewords were positively -aeknowledged is .denoted by Pric, I Cj-t). This

probabilitymay be written as

(5.14)
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where p is the codeword error probability which is assumed to be same for each transmitted

codeword. The probability Ps(i) that after i transmissions all the M codewords have been

successfully received can be expressed as

M-l M-l M-l

Ps(i) = L L L P(I-ptl
cl=O CZ=C1 Ci-I=Ci-Z

xP(I_P)C2-C1 ••• P(l-pt'-l-Ci-Z (l_p)M-C'-I.
(S.IS)

In general. Ps(i) can be simplified as

P (l) = (M+i-2) pH (l-p)M.s
i-I

(S.16)

If M codewords are recovered after i transmissions, the number of time slots ni required

after i transmissions is given by

ni = i(N-I)+M. (S.17)

Combining Equation S.13, S.16, and S.17 results in

E = (I-pfl t[i(N-I)+M] (M:i-2) pH.
i=1 I-I

(5.18)

Equation 5.18 maybe written as

E =' (I-P)M {M E[A] + (N - 1) (E[A] + E[B] n, (S.19)

where
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E[A] = t( M+�-11 pi,i=O l
(5.20)

and

E[B] = E['1 = t( M+�-11 i pi.
i=O ,

(5.21)

E[A] in Equations 5.20 can be evaluated as follows:

E[A] = t( -�l (-Ii pii=O J

= (1 -prM•
(5.22)

E[B] in Equation 5.21 can be evaluated using moment generating function described in the

previous section as follows:

E[t� = t( -�l (-Ii (tpii=O I

= (1-tprM•
(5.23)

Differentiating Equation 5.23 with respect to t and setting t = 1 results

E[B] =
PM

(1 - p�+l (5.24)

Combining Equations 5.12, 5.19, 5.22, and 5.24 yields

1'1 =
k M (1 - P)

n {(1 - P)(M +N - 1) + PM (N -: I)}
. (5.25)
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An example for P�(z) evaluation is next described to illustrate the method.

Considered that a group of four codewords (M = 4) is transmitted and the total number of

transmissions where all of the M codewords that have been successfully received are three

(i = 3). Assuming that each transmitted codeword has the same probability ofbeing received

in error, the probability thatsome codewords are correctly received and another codeword

is in error can be described in Table 5.1. This table also shows all possibilities of

combination of error-free codewords received in each transmission.

Table 5.1: P, (i) computation example for Generalized Stop-and-Wait
Type-2ARQ

1at transmission 2ad transmission 3M transmission

pac(l) ct=pac(l) Pr(Ct) pac(2) �=pac(2)+Ct Pr(c/ct) pac(3) �=pac(3)� Pr(c/�
0 0 P 0 0 P 4 4 (l-pt
0 0 P 1 1 P(I_p)l 3 4 (I_P)3
0 0 P 2 2· P(I_P)2 2 4 (l-pi
0 0 P 3 3 P(1_P)3 1 4 (l_p)l
1 1 P (l-P) 0 1 P 3 4 (1_P)3
1 1 P(l-P) 1 2 P(l_p)l 2 4 (l_P)2
1 1 P(l-P) 2 3 P(I_P)2 1 4 (l_p)l
2 2 P(I_P)2 0 2 P 2 4 (l,.p)2
2 2 P(l_P)2 1 3 P(l_P)l 1 4 (l_p)l
3 3 P(1_P}2 0 3 P 1 4 !l_P}l

In Table 5.1, pac(l) denotes the number of codewords that are positively acknowledged

during the z1h transmission and Pr(ci I Ci-1) denotes the probability that during the z1h

transmission ci codewords are correctly received given Ci-1 codewords were positively.

acknowledged as explained in Equation 5.14. Condition for the ninth row of Table 5.1 is

explained usingFigure 5.3. The first transmission shows that after two codewords have been

successfully transmitted, the third codeword is detected in error. In the second transmission,

the third codeword is received successfully and the fourth codeword is in error. Finally, the

fourth codeword is successfully transmitted in the third transmission trial. Thus, the
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probability that after three transmission Ps(3) , the four codewords are successfully received,

can be expressed as

to

Ps(3) = E Pr(c31 c2) Pr(c21 ct) Pr(ct)
1

= 10 p2 (I-P)4
= (;) p2 (I-P)',

(5.26)

As may be seen from Equation 5.26 it is a typical case that could have been obtained from

the general case ofEquation 5.16.

N
.. "i

M N
..

.. ...

Figure 5.3 The Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type two (GSW-2) ARQ
protocol for M=4 and ;=3.

5.4 Numerical Results

The throughput efficiency performance ofGSW ARQ protocols was computed for

a CDMA channel model described in Chapter 4. The results are computed for various

combinations of CDMA system parameters, such as K the number ofactive transmitters, L
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the maximum number of paths, and N; the length of the Gold code. Again, for notational

simplicity, the expected received energy per bit-to-noise density ratio E,lNo is replaced by

ErlNo. Two ARQ parameters that influence the throughput are varied. These beingN, the

round trip delay in codewords andM, the set of codewords sent by the transmitter.

In Chapter 3, Nwas defined as

(5.27)

where LxJ denotes the largest integer that is less than or equal to x, R denotes the

transmission rate, and Tdenotes the round-trip delay in second. Tcan be calculated for Time

Division Duplexing (TDD) links [33] by finding the sum of:

(5.28)

where Tpd is the.forward plus reverse path time delay propagation, Tmd is the modem data

delay, T" is RTS/CTS delay in the receiving modem, Tttl is the time taken to transmit an

acknowledgment, Trt is RTS/CTS delay in transmitting modem, and Trd is two receiver

reaction delays. Since the distance between transmitter and receiver in this thesis is set to

be 30 km, then Tpd
= 2 ms. Tmd and Trd are usually very small and can be assumed to be

zero. Since the acknowledgment signal only takes one bit period, Tttl is also negligible. For

data rate R = 64 Kbps, T" or Trt are between 20 and 75 ms [33]. Thus T" and T
rt
are the

major contributors to the round trip delay. From Equation 5.28, T lies between 42 and 152

ms corresponding tominimum and maximum values of T" and Trt" respectively. Finally

N can be evaluated from Equation 5.27 and for the 64 Kbps data rate, it is in between 7 and

25 codewords.
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In Figure 5.4, the throughput efficiency 1') of the GSW-l protocol is plotted as a

function ofErlNo in decibels (dB) for different values ofNandM. For notational simplicity,

the throughput efficiency 1') is denoted by throughput that will be used throughout this

thesis. As may be seen from this figure, the propagation delay N is the dominant factor

influencing the throughput performance. The throughput of GSW-1 protocol degrades

severely as N increases. It may be observed that performance significantly improves asM

increase. This is particularly true for low values ofErlNo. This improvement results from .

the reduction of the round trip propagation delay.

In Figure 5.5, the throughputof theGSW-2 protocol is plotted as a function ofErlNo

for different values ofNandM. Obviously, the throughput of the GSW-2 protocol increases

as M increases. It is also seen that the degradation performance caused by additional

propagation delay can bemitigated by increasing the number ofMwhen ErlNo>12 dB. The

impact ofhigherM reduces for low ErlNo. The performance improvement occurs due to the

time reduction of the transmitter in the waiting state.
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Figure 5.4 Throughput ofGSW-l protocol versus ErlNo over aCOMA
systemwith number of user K=3, number of resolved paths
£=3, and code length Nc=31.
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Figures 5.6t 5.7t and 5.8 show the throughput of two GSW protocols as a function

of ErlNo forN = 7, M=3; N = 7, M=7; andN = 25, M=12. The results for classical ARQ

protocols SW ARQ and GBN ARQ are also shown for comparison. For low ErlNo, the

GSW protocols outperform the classical protocols. At low ErlNo, the GSW-1 achieves

significant performance improvement over classical protocols and has higher efficiency than

GSW-2. At high ErlNot the GBN performs the best, followed byGSW-2, GSW-It and SW,

respectively.

The gain in throughputwith GSW-2 over the classical SW protocol is significant for

. medium and high ErlNo if M is chosen suitably. For all values of ErlNot the GSW-2

protocol presents throughput values near theGBN protocol. It has the advantage of simpler

implementation and lower complexity than the GBN protocol.
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In Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the throughput ofGSW protocols is plotted as a function of

ErlNo for N=7, M=7 and N=25, M=25, respectively. The throughput of GSW protocols

severely degrades when the number of the co-users K in a CDMA increases. The GSW-l

protocol achieves higher throughput than GSW-2 protocol for aCOMA system with K=9,

at any values of ErlNo. On the other hand, the GSW-2 protocol outperforms GSW-l

protocol forK=3, especially for high ErlNo. This advantage does not occur at low ErlNo.

For high round trip delayNand high number ofco-users, GSW-1 protocol performs better

than the GSW-2 protocol. This performance improvement is realized at all values ofErlNo.

These results can be attributed to the CDMA channel model characteristics. As the

number of co-users in CDMA increase, the probability of channel error e and the

probability of codeword error P increase. Consequently, to achieve the same level of

throughput, a CDMA channel with number of co-users K=9 requires a higher average
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energy per bit than the one with K=3.
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6. Simulation Results

Over the past decade or so, it has become increasingly common to resort to

computer-aided techniques to estimate the performance of digital communication systems.

This trend has became common because of the difficulties ofgetting a closed form solution

for the performance without using approximations. An example is the Gaussian

approximation used to model multiple access interference in the previous chapters. The

performances measures commonly used are the Bit Error Rate (BER) or the bit error

probability and throughput efficiency or simply the throughput.

In this chapter, a time-domain simulation is developed to analyze urban radio Code

Division Multiple Access (COMA) system performance using MATLAB simulation

software. The simulation programs are used to estimate the BER performance of the COMA

RAKE receiver as well as the throughput performance for different ARQ protocols. To

establish the accuracy of simulation, BER results are obtained for a simple Binary Phase

Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation systemwith AdditiveWhite Gaussian Noise (AWGN) as

well as for a more complex COMA system. These results are then compared to well known

analytical results given in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 to establish the accuracy of simulation. This

is followed by the throughput simulation for different new Automatic Repeat Request

(ARQ) protocols presented in the previous chapters. A comparative analysis is presented

based on the simulation results.

6.1 BER simulation for CDMA

Several techniques are available for simulating the BERofCOMA systems [34].

TheMonte Carlo method is the most commonly used technique and this method is used to
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estimate the BER of the urban CDMA RAKE receiver. This method is based on counting

the errors. Since an error can be expected to occur every €
-1 bits, € being the BER, the

length of a Monte Carlo run must increase as € decreases. For sufficiently small € the

simulation time will be prohibitively long. It is practical to verify BER of, as low as, about

10-5, using the Monte Carlo simulation [35].

The number of bits required for estimating BER using aMonte Carlo simulation is

of the order of 10/€. Such a samplewill produce a confidence interval of about (2€,0.5 €)

at 0.95 confidences level [34]. This means that about onemillion symbols are necessary to

simulate a BER of 10 -5 •

6.1.1 System model of a CDMA system

The system model described here consists of a Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

(DS-SS) transmitter model, an urban COMA radio channel model, and a RAKE receiver

model, as shown in Figure 6.1.' The lowpass equivalent representation is used in the

simulation. The simulation is based on drawing samples from the probability distributions

thatmodel different random processes in the COMA urban radio system. This is performed

a sufficient number of times and errors are counted.

Several assumptions are used in the simulation model. The first is that the data bits

of the different users independently take value of -lor 1. Another assumption is that

different usersKtransmit asynchronously in [0, T,J . Four samples per chips are used. The

path gains p are assumed to be independent Rayleigh random variables with a variance

a = 0.5 and the path phases � are independent random variables uniformly distributed over

[0, 21t]. The number ofmultipathsL considered is three. Since amultipath Rayleigh fading

channel has a slow fading rate, the gain and phase are assumed to remain constant over 400

data bits. Perfect power control, perfect channel parameter estimation, and perfect spreading
.

code phase estimation are also assumed for the simulation.
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Low pass
received signal

r(t)

Figure 6.1 Low-pass equivalent of the simulated urban CDMA system.

As shown in Figure 6.1, the transmitter consists of a data source with waveform

bk(t) , a spread spectrum code waveform ak(t). Both of these waveforms take on a value of

-lor 1. The data waveform is firstmultiplied by the spread spectrum sequence which is a

Gold codewith length Ne =31. The resulting waveform is then sampled and delayed by a

delay between 0 and Tb•

The complex lowpass equivalent impulse response of the channel for the link

between the JCh user and the RAKE receiver was given in Equation 4.6. The channel is

characterized using a discrete-time impulse response model. In this model, themaximum

multipath delay spread T
m
is divided into a small time interval called bins. Each bin is

assumed to contain either one multipath component or no multipath component. A

possibility ofmore than one path in a bin is excluded. A bin size ofchip duration Te is used

in the simulation. Thus, the maximum number of bins possible for the system being

simulated is 16. Thus there are 16 resolved paths. The number of resolved paths in the

receiver was assumed to be three, so that three out of sixteen bins are assumed to be
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occupied. In order to reduce complexity in the multipath tracking software, the three

resolved paths are assumed to occupy the first three bins as shown in Figure 6.2.

h(t)
••

j •

j •

.__---..._--_--_I-_-I-------4I------e---+------.;- .....- .....�..� t

tl � t3
LJL..JL_j
1st 2nd 3111

bins

• •

Figure 6.2 A multipath channel model of the urban CDMA system.

The path phases �lk are uniformly distributed over [0, 271:]. The Rayleigh

distributed path gain Plk in Equation 4.6 is generated using the method discussed below.

The Rayleigh distribution function F(P) may be written as [36]

(6.1)

In this case,

P = J-2 a2 !n(1 - F(P))· (6.2)
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Since F(�) is in the range of zero to one, 1 - F(�) can be replaced by y, where y is a

randomvariablewith uniform distribution over [0, 1]. Thus the Rayleigh distributed random

variable can be generated using

� = J -2 a2 In(y). (6.3)

The multipath diversity combining rake receiver consists of a filter matched to the

first users's spreading code, a diversity combiner, and a BPSK demodulator. The matched

filter is implemented as a bank of correlators. The function of the correlator is implemented

in the simulation by multiplying the lowpass received signal with a spreading code aligned

with each path. The diversity combiner is implemented as a transversal filterwith a number

of taps equal to the number of paths of the user, as shown in Figure 4.3. Maximal ratio

combiner is realized by applying weights that are equal to the corresponding path gains at

each tap point and then summing the weighted outputs. This is followed by a data decision

detector for the combined output.

6.1.2 Program Structure of a CDMA system

As shown in Figure 6.3, the program can be constructed in a straightforward way

[37]. First, initialization parameters such as the number ofbits per block. number of users,

a block counter, error counter, and all other variables are set up. Gold codes with period 31

are generated for each user. Thirdly, there is a loop that is used repeatedly. This loop

consists of a transmitter section, a channel section, receiver, error detector, and counter

section. Finally, the estimate of the bit error probability is obtained by dividing the number

of errors observed by the number of times that the loop was repeated.
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Figure 6.3 Flowchart of the simulation program for BER performance
evaluation of a CDMA RAKE receiver in urban radio
environment.

In the transmitter section, the random data bits for all K users are generated and

multiplied by the corresponding Gold code. The asynchronous nature of the user

transmission is taken into account by shifting the blocks by an amount equal to their

transmitter delay. In the channel section, the uniformly distributed path phases and Rayleigh

distributed path gains for all L resolvable paths of all Kusers are generated. The output of

the JCh transmitter is convolved with the JCh channel model. The white Gaussian noise is

generated and then added to the sum of theKuser signals to obtain the total received signal

at the receiver. In the final stage, at the RAKE receiver section, the received signal is put

through a matched filter that is matched to the Gold code of user one. The outputs of the

matched filter are maximal-ratio combined, using transversal filter combiner that is

provided with the perfect estimation ofpath gains and phases. The combiner output is then

BPSK demodulated.
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6.1.3 Simulation ofBER Performance Results

In this section, simulation results are presented together with the analytical results

obtained in Chapter 4. The simulation results were obtained for six values of the ErlNo of

0,5,10, 15.20,25, and 30 decibels. Figure 6.4 depicts the analytical and simulation results

for two values of simultaneous users K = 3 and K = 9. The number of resolvable paths L

is taken as 3. The 95% confidence interval of (2e, 0.5 e) is also shown. The simulated°BER

results agree with analytical results quite well for low ErlNo. The agreement is not so good

at the higherErlNo values. This could be explained by the fact that the analytical approach.

aGaussian approximation of themulti-user interference was used. For the low ErlNo, where

the contribution of the thermal noise to the total amount of noise is relatively large, the total

noise is almost white Gaussian noise. For higherErlNo, this is not the case. In spite of this

assumption, the BER obtained by analysis lies within the confidence interval of the

simulated BER estimate. This agreement between the simulated and analytical result

justifies the approximation used in the analysis. Therefore, the Gaussian approximation for

MUI can be used to obtain the performance analytically. This results in much lower

simulation time. For example, the numerical computation using Gaussian approximation

takes a few seconds of the computer time, while Monte Carlo simulation of BER

performance with a rake receiver takes approximately 14 to 18 hours of computer time if

this assumption is not used.

6.2 Techniques for Estimating Throughput Efficiency ofARQ protocols.

The Monte Carlomethod is used to estimate the throughput efficiency of different

ARQ protocols. The estimated throughput efficiency is obtained by counting the total

number of datablocks required to deliver one correct block. To achieve higher confidence,

the number ofblocks to be delivered correctly is taken to be 10/�. These blocks are divided

into M frames where each frame consists of 10/eM blocks. These number of blocks are

required to produce results with a confidence interval of about (2e,0.05e) at 0.95
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confidences level. Finally, the simulated results are comparedwith the analytical results. For

the SW and GBN protocols,M is assumed to be one.
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6.2.1 Systemmodel of an ARQ simulation for a BPSK system with AWGN

In this section, the throughput of some ARQ protocols such as SW, GBN, GSW-1,

and GSW-2 are simulated over aBPSK-modulation systemwith AWGN. The simulation

results are then comparedwith the analytical results derived in Chapters 3 and 5. The system

model described here consists of a digital information source, a CRC-16 coder, a channel

coding, a CRC-16 decoder, and a digital Information sink, as shown in Figure 6.5. Tbe

channel coding consists of a BPSK modulator, AWGN channel model, and a correlator.
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t :

Channel coding

Figure 6.5 A BPSK modulation system with ARQ.

The CRC-16 encoder and decoder use a shift register circuit with feedback

connections, as explained in Chapter 3. The BPSKmodulator, AWON, and a correlator are

described in Chapter 2. The data is delivered from an information source to the CRC-16

encoder that attaches 16 parity bits to 384 message bits. The output of the CRC-16 encoder

is a 400-bits data block that is ready to be sent through a channel coding. The encoded .

block is then delivered to the BPSK modulator and transmitted over the AWON channel.

At the receiving end, the block is demodulated and delivered to the information sink through

a CRC-16 decoder that computes the syndrome of the received data. H an erroneous data

block is detected, the receiver sends an NAK through the return channel. Conversely, an

ACK is sent if an error-free block is detected. The erroneous data is delivered to the

destination only if the decoder fails to detect the presence of errors. The return channel is

assumed to be an error-free channel.
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6.2.2 Program Structure ofARQ simulations for a BPSK systemwith AWGN

The protocol programs are different from one protocol to another, but they can be

constructed in a somewhat similar way, as shown in Figure 6.6 to 6.9.At first, initialization

parameters such as the number of bits per block, number of blocks per frame, a block

counter, frame counter, round-trip delay, and some channel coding variables need to be set

up. Next, one needs to generate and to transmit a frame or a block through a BPSK system

with AWON. The syndrome of the received block has to be calculated in order to detect the

errors. In the SW and OBN protocols, if the received blocks are error-free the receiversends

an ACK to the transmitter to send the next block. In the OSW-1 protocol, the receiver

requests a new frame to the transmitter as soon as it receives an error-free block. On the

other hand, in the OSW-2 protocol, the receiver will request a new frame if all blocks of

a frame have been received correctly.

6.2.3 Simulation Results ofARQ protocols for a BPSK system with AWGN

In this section, simulation results, togetherwith the analytical results, are presented

for aBPSKmodulated system withAWON for four values of the ErlNo. In Figure 6.10, the

effect of the delay N on the SW and OBN throughput performance is presented. As

calculated in Chapter 6, N=7 represents 42 ms delay and N=25 represents 152 ms delay.

From the plot, it may be seen that the simulated results fit the analytical results quite well

for all value of ErlNo. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the throughput of OSW-1 and OSW-2

protocols for different values ofM and N. Once again, the plots show good agreement

between analytical and simulation results.

In the analysis of the ARQ throughput efficiency, the effect of undetected codeword

error was not considered. The results presented in Figure 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 show a good

agreement with the analytical results. Based on this, it may be concluded that the undetected

codeword error has an insignificant effect in the throughput simulation of an ARQ protocol.
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Therefore, the simulation of theCRC-16 coder and decoder can be removed from the system

model and replaced by much simpler XOR operation. This will reduce simulation

complexity and time. The results below were obtained using this approach.
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Figure 6.6 Flowchart of the simulation program for SW ARQ Protocol.

6.3 New Generalized Stop-and-Wait ARQ Protocols .

As stated before, the modified versions of GSW-I and GSW2 'protocols were

designed to improve the throughput efficiency under severe channel conditions. These new

protocols, designatedGSW-3 and GSW-4, retain the simple implementation of the previous

protocols, while reducing the transmitter waiting state time. Since these proposed protocols

are fairly difficult to analyze, only simulated results were obtained.
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Figure 6.8 Flowchart of the simulation program for GSW-1 ARQ
Protocol.
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6.3.1 Generalized Stop-and-Wait Type-3 (GSW-3) ARQ Protocol

In the GSW-3 protocol, a buffer is introduced at the receiver so that codewords

received without error or with detectable error patterns can be stored. This solution seems

somewhat contradictory, as the SW protocol is generally selected because of its simplicity.

However, since the buffer required in the GSW-3 protocol is meant to storeM codewords

and M can be set low in relation to N, its implementation complexity can be kept to an

acceptable level for many applications. Compared to this, the SR requires a buffer length

at least equal to Nand is more complex, particularly for higher values ofN.

As shown in Figure 6.13, for GSW-3 protocol, the transmitter sends M codewords

and enters the waiting state, while the receiver decodes all the M vectors and sends the

transmitter the ACK or NAK signals for the M codewords. The transmitter remains in the

waiting state until all the M acknowledgments have been received before entering the

retransmission state, during which only the negative acknowledged codewords are

retransmitted. Thus, the transmitter will resend only the error codewords.

6.3.2 Generalized Stop-and-WaitType-4 (GSW-4) ARQ Protocol

As shown in Figure 6.14, for the GSW-4 protocol, each codeword that is negatively

acknowledged in the first transmission is retransmitted twice consecutively. This increases

the probability of receiving an error free codeword. Thus, the throughput efficiency of the

GSW-4 can be improved overGSW-3. In the GSW-4 protocol, the transmission length (the

number of codewords in a transmission cycle) can vary, depending on the number of

negatively acknowledged codewords in the previous transmission.
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6.3.3 System model of an ARQ simulation for a CDMA system

The throughputof SW, OBN,OSW-1,OSW-2,OSW-3, and OSW-4 protocols were

simulated for COMA system shown in Figure 6.15 below. The systemmodel described here

consists of a digital information source, a channel coding block, a XOR operation, and a

digital information sink. The channel coding block consists ofOS-SS transmitters, an urban

channel model with AWON, amatched filter, a transversal filter, and aBPSK demodulator.

� -
;

Channel coding

Figure 6.15 An urban radio COMA systemwith ARQ.

The 400-bit data blocks are delivered from an information source to the transmitters

over an urban channel model with AWON. At the receiver, the lowpass equivalent received
:

signals are delivered to thematched filter that ismatched to the first user and passed through

a transversal filter. At the receiving end, the combined signals of the first user are

demodulated by aBPSK demodulator and delivered to the XOR operator, which compares

them with the original data block. If there are no discrepancies, the block is delivered to the
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information sink and the receiving terminal notifies the sending terminal, through a suitable

return channel, that the block has been correctly received. If discrepancies exist, the sending

terminal is so notified and the block is retransmitted (it is assumed that the block is stored

at the sending terminal until acknowledgment or retranmission request is received).

6.3.4 Simulation results ofARQ protocols for a CDMA system

The flowchart for the simulation program structures for the GSW-3 and GSW-4

protocols are presented in Figure 6.16 and 6.17. These charts are similar to the previous

structures described in Section 6.2.2. The only difference is in the introduction of a buffer

for erroneous blocks and the procedure of copying the identical error blocks before

requesting for retransmission.

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the throughput performance of the SW, GBN, GSW-l,

and GSW-2 versus ErlNo over a COMA system for different values of K, N, and M. The

plots show good agreement between the analytical and simulation results, especially in the

high signal to noise ratios (ErlNo> 10 decibels) and low user number, K=3. ForK=9, the

performances of aCOMA system degrades severely, the analytical results of the throughput

do not fitwellwith the simulation results shown in Figure 6.19. This could be explained by

the difference between the analytical and simulationB� results for the COMA system, in

Section 6.1.3.

In Figures 6.20 to 6.27, the simulation results for various ARQ protocols for a

COMA system are presented. Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the throughput versus ErlNowith .

K=3 and N=7 for M=3 andM=7. The plots depict that GBN outperforms the other ARQ

protocols for ErlNo > 4.3 decibels whenM=3 and for ErlNo > 7 decibels whenM=7. For .

fairly low ErlNo, the GSW-4 protocols outperforms the other protocols. Even the GSW-3

performance is higher than that of the GBN and it requires only a simple buffer. The GSW-l

yielded the best performance for very low ErlNo values.
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Figure 6.16 Flowchart of the simulation program for GSW-3 ARQ
Protocol.

Figure 6.17 Flowchart of the simulation program for GSW-4 ARQ
Protocol.
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Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show the throughput versus ErlNowithK=3 andN=25 for two

values of M=12 and M=25 respectively. The performances of the GSW-4, GSW-3, and

GSW-2 protocols are comparable to that of the classical GBN protocol for high values of

M. However, even withN=M, the GSW-2 protocol requires a lower signal to noise ratios

per bit than the GBN protocol because of N-Iength wait periods required in GBN. The

throughput of the GSW-3 and the GSW-4 protocols is higher than other protocols for 1.5

<ErlNo < 9.5 dB withM=12 and 2.5 < ErlNo < 12 dB withM=25. The GSW-3 and GSW-4

protocols require 1 dB lower energy for the same throughput as M increases from 12 to 25.

Furthermore, the GSW-1 performs better when ErlNo is low.

100� � � � � � �

10

�-� sw

• • GBN

&- -0 GSW1

[3- • {J GSW2

?-. VI GSW3

� -A GSW4
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20 25 30

Figure 6.22 The simulated results for throughput of ARQ protocols
plotted as a function of ErlNo for a CDMA system with
K=3, L=3, andNc=31. Results were computed for N=25 and
M=12.

.
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Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the throughput versus ErlNo for K=9, N=7 for two
I

values ofM=3 andM=7 respectively. The figures show that for this case; with respect to the

throughput performance, the protocols could be ordered as: The GSW-4 followed by the

GSW-l, GSW-3, GBN, GSW-2, and SW.

Figures 6.26 and 6.27 show the throughput versus ErlNo with K=9, N=25 forM=12

andM=25. For this case, the throughput performances results indicate the following order:

TheGSW-4 followedby theGSW-3,GSW-1, GBN,GSW-2, and SW protocols. Obviously,

the GSW-4 shows the best performance under severe channel conditions. This is because

of the fact that an identical copy of the erroneous block can give a better chance of error-free

reception. The GSW-3 protocol outperforms the GSW-1 protocol as the delay increases.

This advantage is achieved because the received codewords in the GSW-3 are discarded

only if erroneous. TheGSW-2 performance is comparable to the GBN protocol for different

parameter values especially for high values ofN,M and K. However, the GSW-1 protocol,

that is the simplest generalized stop-and-wait protocol, outperforms the other protocols in

the low ErlNo for any values ofNandM, except for the small delayN=7 and small number

of frame M=3, as shown in Figure 6.24. This advantage is achieved because a set of M

identical copies are sent rather than only a single copy of block. Thus, this technique will

reduce the influence ofthe delay on the throughput. Figure 6.26 shows somewhat surprising

result in that the throughput of the GBN protocol is even lower than much simpler SW

protocol for very low ErlNo values.
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·7. Conclusions

In Chapter 1 the objectives of this thesis were laid down as follows:

1. Analyze different ARQ error correction methods for the COMA systems. Identifyl

propose an ARQ that is particularly suitable for COMA.

2. Using computer simulation, verify analysis results obtained in the first objective.

Based on the analysis and simulation, perform a comparison of various ARQ

methods for COMA.

Based on the work reported in this thesis, it can be said that both objectives were

realized. The conclusions may be summarized as follows:

The BER performance of a CDMA urban radio system has been analyzed and the

results obtained were comparable to those developed by K. Ben Letaief et al [31]. The BER

performance analysis of theCDMA systems was used to get channel errorprobability results

required for derivation of the throughput efficiency of SW, GBN, GSW-l, and GSW-2

protocols.

The computer simulation of theCDMA urban radio systemwas carried out to verify

the BER performance analysis derived previously. The simulated BER fits the analytical

results within confidence interval of (2e,0.5e) with a confidence level of 95%. The

simulation of a COMA urban radio system was then used to simulate the ARQ protocol

performance analysis.

The ARQ protocol communications were simulated to verify the throughput.
performance analysis of the SW, GBN, GSW-l, and GSW-2 protocols for a BPSK
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modulation with AWGN. The analytical results, once again, agree quite well with the

simulation results. The simulation results also show that the effect of undetected error on

the throughput performance is insignificant. Therefore, the assumptions used in the

throughput analysis are valid.

Other computer programs were developed to simulate SW, GBN, GSW-I, and

GSW-2 protocols over aCOMA urban radio system. The analytical and simulation results

again show an excellent agreement. Because of the close agreement between the simulation

and analytical results for these protocols, it was concluded that the simulation only could

be relied on for more complex generalized ARQ protocols for which no analytical results

were available. Derivation of analytical results for these protocols was out of scope of this

research work.

The GSW-3 and the GSW4 protocols have been previously proposed for COMA

systems with severe channel conditions. These protocols are more complex than any

classical or previous generalized stop-and-wait protocols as buffers are required to store

error-free codewords. However, these protocols have an advantage over the other methods

as only erroneous codewords are retransmitted to correct the errors. These protocols are

expected to reduce the waiting state thereby improving the throughput performance. Finally,
the simulated throughput performanceofGSW-3 and GSW-4 ARQprotocols was evaluated .

and compared with that for the SW, GBN, GSW-1, and GSW-2 protocols. The results are

summarized below:

• Under the severe channel conditions, the GSW-4 and GSW-3 protocol prove to be

superior to SW, GBN, GSW-I, and GSW-2 protocols. The GSW-I protocol is a

fairly simple protocol that requires no buffer. Yet it provides the best solution for

low signal to noise ratios. The GSW-2 protocol is more complex than the GSW-I

protocol but less complex than the GSW-3 and GSW-4 protocols and it has a

performance comparable to the GBN protocol for any value ofparameters NandM
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(N = Propagation delay,M = Number of successive blocks).

• For a fairly good channel, GBN outperforms other protocols for high ErlNo ( > 10

decibels). For high ErlNo, the performance of GSW-4, GSW-3, and GSW-2

protocols is inferior to that of GBN but is quite similar. This similarity ends as

ErlNo decreases. The GSW-4 protocol shows the best performance for low ErlNo.

The throughput of GSW-1 is comparable to the SW protocol for high ErlNo and is

higher than other protocols for very low ErlNo.

7.1 Suggestions For Future Study

The throughput performance of the GSW ARQ protocols over aCOMA urban radio .

system could be further improved using the following suggestions:

• By combining GSW-1 and GSW-4 protocols, the throughput performance of the

new protocol could be better for high and low ErlNo as well as for different values

of parameters K, M, andN..

• Memory coding could be introduced in GSW protocols to combine several copies

of the same block in the decoding process at the receiver.

To reduce the computer time, importance sampling method should be implemented

in the simulation and a Markov chain channel model could be used to simulate the COMA

system.
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